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Address of Mayor Coleman A. Young
to Legislative Forum on New Directions
for Public Employee Labor Relations
Lansing, Michigan - 12/4/79


"What's Wrong with Public Employee Labor Relations in Michigan?"


r have been asked to cornebefore you today and tell you what I think is wrong with
public employee labor relations in Michigan. Most of you are experts on public em-
ployee labor relations and so you already know what's wrong. There are some gr"ater
rr0blems and there are some lesser problems. I'm going to discuss the problems that
have had the most serious effect on the City of Detroit


The number one problem is, of course, compulsory arbitration. When Act 312 was first
passed, most of us sincerely hoped it would be a success. It was a new idea and we
felt it was certainly worth a try. After all, no one wants police or fire strikes
or strikes by any other employees for that matter. The Romney Committee recommended
trying it, several noted arbitration experts recommended trying it -- and so we voted
to try it. I say "we" because I was a member of the State Senate at the time, and I
voted for it too. We now know that compulsory arbitration has been a failure.. Slowly,
inoxorably, compulsory interest arbitration destroys collective bargaining and collec-
tive bargaining relationships and, even more disastrous for Detroit, compulsory arbi-
tration destroys sensible fiscal management. The costs of paying the awards are too
high. They come after a budget is planned, or, in our case,.after two or even three,
"nnual budgets are planned. The process is so slow that we not only don't know what
our next budget should look like, we can't even close our books on old budgets long
since passed.
The costs of the Act 312 awards have been astronomical in Detroit.
that these costs since the enactment of Act 312 are now $50 million
year for the City of Detroit. The arbitrators seem to believe that
to how much of our money they should spend.


We have calculated
dollars or more per
there is no limit


There arc many procedural problems with Act 312, but I want to focus your attention on
two fundamental problems: (1) Act 312 destroys collective bargaining, and (2) the
awards we have had under Act 312 are intolerable - and have caused more damage to the
public service in Detroit than the strikes the law was designed to prevent.


Our claim that Act 312 destroys collective bargaining, as most of us understand that
term, is not made lightly. We are convinced that compulsory arbitration, by its very
nature, simply cannot resolve differences in the same way voluntary agreements resolve
differences. Compulsory arbitrations differs sharply from voluntary binding arbitra-
tion in this respect also. If a party to a dispute does not voluntarily agree to its
solution, either by direct agreement or agreeing to be bound by a third party's deci-
sion, then that party can, and probably will, repudiate that solution if he disagrees
with it in any way. The non-voluntary "solution", then, really is no solution at all.
The issue lives and will be raised again at the next opportunity.


At the bargaining table, Act 312 unions find it difficult, if not·impossible, to bar-
gain in good faith. How can they agree to drop, or compromise on, any issue? Each
issne is the favorite demand of some member or group of members. How can responsible
unLon LendershLp, which must stand for election to keep their jobs, tell any part of
the membership that their pet demand will not be pursued when Act 312 is readily avail-
"ble? The answer is: they usually can't; and they wind up going to arbitration with
dozens of issues. The only way a union can avoid arbitration is to get the employer
to grant its demands. As each issue is discussed at the bargaining table, the under-
iying position of the union is: "either give in or we'll arbitrate."
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There is very little good faith bargaining. There is very little mutual understand-
ing and mutual problem solving. Compromises are not made. Either we give in to the
union or they arbitrate. The Act 312 unions in Detroit have proven they have no
reluctance to go to arbitration. They are not deterred by the costs of the procedure
as some smaller units in other parts of the state might be. Today, the City of De t ro i t
deals with eight separate bargaining units that are entitled to Act 312. Some of
these have only recently been included in Act 312 coverage. So far there have been
seventeen possible opportunities for Detroit unions to utilize Act 312. There have
been eleven cases. In the other six situations, the City avoided arbitration only by
promising to pass on to the union involved, the terms of the Act 312 award being detpr-minecl in another case.


The destruction of the bargaining process caused by Act 312 is not solely a matter of
opinion. There is evidence available to support this conclusion. Because Act 312 puts
the parties in antagonistic positions - forces them to fight over'virtually every issue
- they tend to fight rather than try to agree on disputed questions.


In the last three years the City of Detroit has been involved in approximately 76 court
actions involving city employee unions. Although the City deals with 57 unions, four
of these unions, all Act 312 unions, have accounted for over 75% of the litigation.
The other unions, the non-Act 312 unions that are used to collective bargaining, tend
to bring their problems to us so they can be solved through negotiation. The Act 312
un ions tend to run to court. And they scream bloody murder if we exercise our right
to go to court: I could talk all day about how Act 312 prevents collective bargaining,
but I'll move on now to the other fundamental weakness "of this Act.


Act 312 gives to an arbitrator broad powers - powers so broad that they undermine the
democratic process and strip from the people of a connnunity their ability to control
their own affairs. This broad power makes it possible for an arbitrator to do almost
any damn thing he, or she, wants. It is possible for good awards to issue, and there
have been some. The problem is: there is no way to stop arbitrators from issuing bad
awards. There are insufficient controls, no checks and balances, and no truly meaning-
ful appeal mechanisms. Thus, if an arbitrator is biased in some way going into a case,
or doesn't understand the issues, or just has a bad day when he decides the case, the'"
is very little anyone can do about it. We are hoping the courts of this state will
see the very real need to provide a meaningful appeal process. There is no much at
stake that we are confident the courts will deal directly with this problem. We have
recently experienced some very bad awards, about which there has been much publicity,
and we are hopeful the courts will see the very real need for them to act.


\ole' were shocked by the recent police and fire arbitration awards we received. We have
about ,]$ much experience as anyone with Act 312 and we are not naive. But we were
shocked. The awards make no sense. There is no logic in their reasoning. They ignored
obvious facts and ignored the factors that Act 312 requries them to follow. We put
thuse factors in the law in the first place for a reason. We expected that arbitrators
would ~dhere to them. But they chose to ignore the most important ones there. Before
T go on about the misplaced reasoning of arbitrators, I have to tell you a few things
about the policies and attitudes of the City of Detroit.


First. and foremost in our labor relations policies, is our commitment to the proposi-
tion that our employees should be paid fairly and equitably. Detroit is a town of work-
ing men and women. It is a union town. It is unthinkable that the City of Detroit
,"ould havC' any other policy. Furthermore, I have a deep personal life-long commitment
to tho concept of a fair day's pay for a fair day>s work. It is sometimes true, as all
0f you know, when there is a financial situation facing an employer, either private or
public, that makes it impossible to pay the going rate. I think the recent Chrysler-
UAI, agrC'cment illustrates how that sort of problem might be handled. But that was not
qu Lte the situation with our police and fire employees. We were prcpar ed to tighte~,--
our bC'Its and pay fair wages. Our offers to our police and fire employees were more
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t hon fni r , If they had been adopted by the arbitrators our police and fire employees
would have been the highest-paid in the nation. Both the salaries and the fringes
would have been number one. Detroit has not been the traditional wage leader among
the lurge cities, but the financial troubles of New York City and the effects on Los
Angeles and San Francisco of Proposition 13 had slowed down wage increases in those
cities. So it happened, that even though we were not the traditional leader, our
offers to our police and fire employees would have made them the highest paid in the
,·ountry. Our offers were also equal to our settlements with our other unions - and
the strongest among them engaged in strikes to get those settlements. We were not
ashamed of our offers. We were not hiding behind an inability to pay argument.


,lIl'spi.tesome gossip to the contrary, we did present a great deal of evidence about our
fiscal condition. I testified personally at length on that subject. I was there.
The arbitrators could have asked me anything they felt they needed to know about our
finances. We told those arbitrators that it would not be easy, but we could afford to
ray fair wages. We also told them we could not afford to pay excessive wages - that
there were too many other essential programs for us to finance.


,,:


Despite all this, the Act 312 arbitrators chose to ignore the evidence and ignore the
factors that Act 312 requires them to use. They ignored the factor of comparibility
even though this is the one that arbitrators generally proclaim to be the most im-
portant; they ignored the factor that says "The interests and welfare of the public
and the financial ability of the unit of government to meet those costs."


f!,
[,
i'


One of the arbitrators as much as admitted that he ignored al-Lbut one of the factors.
He claimed he was moved by the cost of living factor, but when you read his award you
c.m" r find where he even used that. His award was to grant the same percen tage in-
creases that had been granted in the previous contract, apparently believing that to
be self-jJstifying. Now think about that for a minute. What he was saying was that,
If, for example, General Motors and the UAW agree to a .75i per hour raise in 1974,
then .75i per hour is the appropriate settlement in 1977- no matter how different all
the clrcumstances may be. If you followed this kind of logic, you'd have to say that
n<> fllrther bargaining would. ever be required. The previous settlement will become the
next (lnc and so on.


I,
I'
,j


!.


The' other arbitrator, whose award came out a little later, said he was compelled to
Io lIov the first guy. The first arbitrator's union has traditionally followed the
second bu t this time the second felt he must follow the first. It was the classic case
of the ta il. wagging the dog - as the second arbitrator later admitted. The problem
is, these awards will cost the City $50 million dollars more than our offers would have
co~t. This is why we are appealing these awards and asking the courts to save us from
thesE' maniacs. And this is why we believe the time has come for the Legislature to
g~t rid of Act 312 and go back to the drawing boards.


Now tllis $50 million dollars is not the Same $50 million I mentioned earlier. The
non-police and fire employees of the City of Detroit are also very well paid. In fact,
they too are among the best-paid in the country. However, since Act 312 was passed some
1.0years ago, if police and fire employees had received wage increases similar to those
inc roases negotiated with the City's other emoloyees, the City' s co st s '"oulclhe $5().
mi.llion per year less than they are now. '


These c.osts are tremendous~ They exceed the total revenues from our unpopular
t


regressive
utillty exc Ise tax. I could go on and on about how much $50 million a year could mean
to uS - suffice it to say that we believe damage done through Act 312 has exceeded the
potenti.al damage of any strikes Act 312 was designed to prevent. The costs in one bud-
get of wages and fringes for just police and fire employees now exceeds the total revenues
from both our local property taxes and our local income taxes.
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Ti,e City or Detroit is not the only victim of Act 312. In our part of the state, we
are now painfully aware of the crushing affect Act 312 has had on Wayne County.
Arbitrators have not only imposed unreasonable financial costs on Wayne County, they
have also hamstrung the County's efforts to control their costs with improved efficiency.


Although only a relatively small proportion of Wayne County's employees are covered
bv Act 312, the County has found it nearly impossible to keep the wage pattern established
llJrlHlgh /"\('[ ]12 from sp r ead i.ng to its other Unions.


I th.lllkit can be safely said that most, of the County's current fiscal difficulties
c n-i U~ t raced back to excessive Act 312 awards. The County I S new budget, a nnonn c ed
,·1,:" past week, calls for approximately a 10% reduction in County employment aud , there-
Inn', in the levels of services the County will be able to provide its citizens.


It is time for a change in our labor laws. It is time for the repeal of Act 312. It
doesn't work. It was a noble experiment but we now know it is a disaster.


In his State of the State address, the Governor announced he was going to have the
Department of Labor review the State I s labor .Laws and recommend any necessary changes.
II" told them he was specifically concerned about the impact of Act 312 on the fiscal
solvency of the State's local units of governmenLThose departments did conduct a
s t udy and on May 21 of this year they issued their report. We were so disappointed in
th~t Report that we felt compelled to write a criticism of it which we sent to the
Director of the Department of Labor. Copies of our critique are available here today.


The Report to the Governor contained quite a few suggested modifications of Act 312, some
"f which are very good, but the Report did not deal with the basic proplems.


Fi.rst, the Report specifically rests upon the premise that a strike of public safety
employees is always more costly to society when compared with the costs of an arbitra-
l i o n ;\\....'ard. In other words, it is not possible for an award to hurt society more than
:l strike. We so no: It is possible. We have had such awards. The premise is false.


Our othcr qua rreI with that report is that it fails to examine carefully the problem
I JisclIssed earlier: that Act 312, especially in the larger cities, has become, in-
s t c.id or ;] "strike substitute", a substitute for the collective bargaining process.


\Il'bcl icvc those Sta t e departments should reexamine Act 312. He believe that a thorough,
objec t i.vu study will reveal that it is time to repeal Act 312.


'I'hv rc are many people who claim that if we are going to prohibit strikes then we must
provide compulsory, binding insterest arbitration. They say we must have one or the
other. POlice and fire unions and arbitrators say we must have arbitration. They know
a golJen goose when they see it: I say, if that is the choice, one or the other, let
Lt be the right to strike - exactly in the format used in the private sector.


Bul 1 h"sten to add that I'm not convinced we have to be on the horns of that dilemma.
There are some other things we haven't thoroughly tried yet. All of them designed to
improve the climate for collective bargaining.


W" shou ld consider a closely limited, carefully regulated right to strike. If We do
tll:ll~ ()r course, we should learn a lesson from the private sector and exclude supervisors
from collective bargaining. There should be a reasonable attempt to balance bargaining
power as is done in the private sector under the National Labor Relations Act. There
should he a far greater effort made by the State government in providing mediation
s~rviccs. Because in tIle public service we have a greater desire to avoid strikes, the
1\I('Jlation effort should be greater than that provided to the private sector by the
rp,I"ral and state governments. Most of all we Should be encouraging the process of
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collective ba rgaLn Lng . Hany people are afraid of it or don't understand it. It works,
we know it works, we should do everything possible to make it work. And we should re-
move every Impediment to collective bargaining that exists. Host particularly we should
remove compulsory arbitrat~on.


I would lIke to read to you the words of one of the prominent labor leaders of this
century. This is from a paper he wrote entitled "Union Leaders and Public Sector Unions."
Here are the words of the recently retired president of the AFL-CIO, George Meany:


"The success of voluntary arbitration in settling disputes unresolved at
the bargaining table is based on the fact that such arbitration is its'f
a product of the collective bargaining process. It is not imposed by some
outside authority against the will of either party.


And this is the rock against which the notion of compulsory arbitration has
been shipwrecked every time it has been tried. The hasty, ill-conceived
legislation with which Congress tried to break strikes in the airline and
railraod industries only succeeded in making matters worse. In any guise,
under any name - 'mediation to finality,' 'final-offer' arbitration, or
what have you - compulsory arbitration has been perceived by employers as
an out that makes real bargaining unnecessary and by employees as a tool
of tyranny that makes bargaining meaningless.


Collective bargaining is a two-handed tool that won't work unless both
parties want it to work, and that goes for arbit-ration as well.


There""are those who argue that collective bargaining is all vf}ry well in
'non-critical' public services such as schools and sanitation departments,
but that some substitute for the strike must be found in the areas of law
enforcement, fire protection, and hospital services.


That would be fine if such a substitute could be found, but so far none
has been found. There are no shortcuts and no substitutes for the bar-
gaining table and mutual freedom of contract.


And compulsory arbitration - the favorite proposal of certain editorialists -
oj us t will not work because it is an abrogation of freedom. The crucial
difference between voluntary and compulsory arbitration is the difference
between freedom and its denial.


Fairly long experience convinces me that the best, surest and, indeed,
only way to secure stability in labor-management relations in any area, in-
cluding government service, is through the normal pattern of free nego-
tiations on every aspect of wages and working conditions."


Ceorge is right. There
collective bargaining.
for .'1 new deal.


is no substitute for collective bargaining. Act 312 destroys
Act 312 must be repealed. It's time to fold that hand and ask


However, Act 312 is not the only concern we have
su re you all know, there is currently pending in
that is being called the "Right to Strike" bill.


with the State's labor laws.
the House of Representatives
This is HB 4645.


As"I'm
a bill


The proponents of this bill argue that public employees should have a legal right to
strike, that public employees should not be deprived of a basic right enjoyed by their
union brothers and sisters in the private sector. Don't be fooled by their sophistry:
They no more want to be treated like their so-called brothers and sisters than you
v.mt to go live at the North Pole. They do not want to give up the protections they
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enjoy under the Civil Service rules or the Teacher Tenure Act. They do not want to ex-
clude supervisors from unions, they do not want to give up the golden goose we call
Act 312, ~nd they do not want to limit collective bargaining to the subject matters
trnditional in the private sector. Public employees in Michigan now have many advan-
tages under the State's labor laws that their private sector brothers and sisters do not
haw'. finny of these were given them because there was no lega'1 right to strike. Now
thcy w.in t to hav, their cake and eat it too: And they're qu i t e willing to allow their
l-r-o t hu rs and slsters to continue to pay for the advantages they enjoy.


1n connec t ion with HB 4645, the City of Detroit and other public employers have argued
strcnllously that the State's labor laws must provide a balance of power at the bargain-
':l" table, that, if the Legislature feels we should pattern ourselves after the private
<cr.Lor, then we must go all the way, and adopt that kind of balance. There must be no
(',,11crt ivc bargaining for supervisory employees and the kinds of things that must be
negotbted must be limited to the kinds of things that must be negotiated in the private
sector. The public employee unions that endorse HB 4645 don't merely want the right to
strike - they want a law that will virturally guarantee they'll win every strike. And
there's an amendment to the bill before the House that would open up access to Act 312
to all public employee unions under certain circumstances.


Today the House may be voting on the Right to Strike bill and several important amendments
to it. I for one hope, and I am very confident, that the House of Representatives will
act resronsibly to assure that collective bargaining in this state will be given every


.ch.1.nc:e to operate in a balanced, fair, and reasonable manner.
l S~lY to you
h;l rg.i in iug ,
t his s t nt e .
we mus t not


today that the central theme of the State's labor laws must be collective
This is the key to reasonable employee relations in the public sector in
We must not destroy collective bargaining with compulsory arbitration and
destroy it with lopsided changes in the labor laws.
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County Supervisors
Association of California
/


February 14, 1990


Supervisor Leon Williams
San Diego County
1600 Pacific Highway
San Diego, CA 92101


Dear Leon:


Thank you for agreeing to speak at the CSAC-League of California cities
24th Annual Employee Relations Institute I s opening luncheon. The details
of that session are:


Date: Wednesday, February 28th


Time: 12:15 p.m. to 1:45 p.m.


Location: Town & Country Hotel
500 Hotel Circle North
San Diego, CA
(619) 291-7131


We would like you to fill a couple of roles.
preside, and be part of the luncheon program.
would like you to do the following:


We want you to both
More specifically, we


Title: Binding Arbitration In Practice: What Are The
Realities


1. Serve as the presiding Official


We would like you to open the luncheon program and welcome the
delegates on behalf of CSAC. You will be the first county
presiding official, and since our officers will not be in
attendance, you will be the ranking county official. We would
also like you to introduce the head table and handle any closing
remarks.


2. Give the Opening speech on Binding Arbitration


The luncheon program topic is Binding Arbitration for Police and
Fire. We have two speakers, you and Don Cardno, the former
personnel director for the City of Vallejo. Don's job is to give
the audience a taste of what it is like to have binding
arbitration since his city is one of the few charter cities that
has adopted a binding arbitration provision. What we want you to


CSAC EXECUTNE COMMITTEE: President: WILLJE B. KENNEDY, City & County of San Francisco. First Vice President: ROLLAND C. STARN, Stanislaus County. Second Vice President:
ROBERT DORR, EI Dorado County. Immediate Past President: BILL COATES, Plumas County. MICHAEL D. ANTONOVICH, Los Angeles County. KAY CENICEROS, Biverside County
• MAGGIE ERICKSON, Ventura County. GRANTLAND JOHNSON, Sacramento County. GARY D. LAMBERT, Lake County. GARY LEMKE, Lassen County. BETSY MARCHAND,
Yolo County. SUNNE WRIGHT McPEAK, Contra Costa County. JEANNE VOGEL, Imperial County. HARRIETT WIEDER, Orange County. LEON WILLIAMS, San Diego County •
ADVISORS: CLARK CHANNING, Merced County Administrative Officer. JAMES B. LINDHOLM, JR., San Luis Obispo County Counsel. LARRY E. NAAKE, Executi~e Director.


Sacramento Office / 1100K Street, Suite 101/Sacramento, CA 95814-3941/916-441-4011/FAX 441-5507
Washington Office / 440 First Street, N.W.Suite 503/Washington, DC 20001/202-783-7575/FAX 737-6788
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do is to give the elected officials a pitch on why binding
arbitration as bad pubLi.o policy. We have planned about ten
minutes for those remarks.


I have enclosed some material we recently sent to personnel directors on
binding arbitration that may be useful to you in preparing your remarks.
The reason we are featuring binding arbitration is because we anticipate
the toughest legislative battle to date on the issue. Governor
Deukmejian told PORAe when he first ran for governor that he would sign
a binding arbitration bill if one got to his desk. He has since
qualified that remark by placing some limits on what he would sign,
although he never made those conditions public. Since the police unions
are concerned that your friend, Pete Wilson, could be the next Governor,
and Pete has made it crystal clear that he is adamantly opposed to
binding arbitration, those unions see 1990 as their last chance to get
a bill in this decade. To date, however, there is no bill in print; but,
there is likely to be one by February 28th, or very soon thereafter.
Last year, in vetoing a firefighters' optional binding arbitration bill,
the Governor made the following statement:


"Although the provisions of this measure are i~tended to be
permissive, I am concerned that local agencies could be forced
into compliance with this measure by employee-sponsored
initiative, an action which would remove a large portion of city
and county budgets from the control of locally elected officials.
In addition, I am concerned that the enactment of this measure
would diminish the possibility of good faith collective
bargaining, and infringe upon the discretion of fire department
administrators to establish and enforce policy or disciplinary
standards."


Those statements give us some hope that the Governor still may veto a
bill if one was sent to him.
Our goal is to educate and remind our city and county elected folks of
the magnitude and importance of this issue. We must be ready. In
addition, we should remind those running for election that it may be a
demand by some safety member unions for their endorsement.
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If you have any questions, or there is anything I can do to help out,
please let me know.
Thanks again for agreeing to help.
since e


an P. Burdick
Legislative Representative
cc: Norman Coppinger, League of California cities







..County Supervisors
Association of California


/


February 7, 1990


FROM:


County Personnel Directors


J udiJJ:rtig, Leg isla ti ve Anal yst


TO:


RE: Binding Arbitration


Enclosed are several background items on binding arbitration for you. The subject
of binding arbitration came up at CPAAC's recent meeting in San Diego concerning
union activities to gain county supervisors' support for the concept.


As Allan Burdick recently mentioned in the CSAC Legislative Bulletin, we expect a
major union push for binding arbitration "legislation this year, and need to get our
supervisors involved immediately.


Please feel free to copy the enclosed information and distribute to your county
supervisors, as needed.


If you have any questions, please call me.


Enclosures







County Arguments Against Binding Arbitration


Arbitration removes both the governing board and its department heads'.
control over the budget and management of the police and fire operations. An
independent arbitrator, accountable to no one, will make the decision on the
amount of funds, the type of operation, and the allocation of scarce tax
dollars.


Arbitration Conflicts With Our Representative Form of Government


Constitutional Conflict


The California Constitution is clear in its intent that county supervisors are
constitutionally responsible for "setting the number, compensation, tenure, and
appointment of employees." Binding arbitration is the antithesis of that
constitutional mandate. It is quite likely that binding arbitration is
unconstitutional as it applies to counties due to Article XI, Section l(b) of the
Constitution.


Infringement on Effective Management


Compulsory arbitration not only infringes on the authority of local Iegisla tive
bodies, but also on other safety service managers who are responsible for
peace officer or firefighting personnel. For example, counties do not want to
see arbitrators deciding what personnel can be assigned or promoted based on
seniority, rather than on merit.


Prevents Good-Faith Bargaining


Binding Arbitration removes the incentive on the part of police and fire unions
to bargain in good faith with the ,employer because the employees may think
they could have more from an arbitrator.


Would Set Counties' Spending Priorities


In these times of very scarce resources, an arbitrator's decision could take the
few scarce dollars available for other high priority county programs and
allocate them to some union's favorite item. With counties' current fiscal
situation, and the problems created by the Prop. 4 spending limit, binding
arbitration is potentially more dangerous than ever before.


/Arbitration is Expensive


Arbitration is not cheap. It is estimated that the cost of arbitration, which is
shared by both parties, may easily fall into the six figure category.


No Answer For Strikes


Safety member unions claim this is the panacea for ending strikes. The fact
is, arbitration cannot guarantee against police and fire strikes. Canada has
used impasse arbitration to prevent strikes and then has experienced strikes by
employees disgruntled with an arbitration award.







U. C. DAVIS EXTENSION
SIXTH AK"-lJALEMPLOYER/H1PLOYEE RELATIONS CONFERENCE


January 27, 1978


ARGUMENT AGAINST
CO~WULSORY·ARBITRATION TO DETE~IINE


SALARIES, BENEFITS, AND OTHER TE~lS AND CO~~ITIONS OF
PUBLIC EMPLO~E~~


Gerald H. Pauly
Director of Personnel Management


County of Sacramento


The subject we are discussing is interest arbitration for


police and fire services. In non-technical language the term


"interest arbitration" means that the ultimate authority to


make final decisions over public employee.salaries, benefits,


and other terms and conditions of employment rests with an


appointed arbitrator, not with the people's elected represen-


tatives. I strongly favor the negotiation process to set terms


and conditions of employment. I adamantly oppose compulsory


interest arbitration.


Local Government Negotiations


In California tOday most. local government employees through


their exclusive bargaining agent negotiate with the public agency


employer to determine their salaries, benefits, and other terms


and conditions of employment. The practice of joint determination


of salaries and other employment terms and conditions through the


negotiation process began seriously in 1969 and now has become


a fairly sophisticated process in many local public agencies.
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MMB Kegotiation ~landate


The Meyers-~lilias-Brown Act is the state law which governs


the local government bargaining process in California. The heart


of Meye rs-NiLiase Br-own Act (Ht·lB) is the requirement that local


agencies meet and confer in good faith with recognized employee


organizations in an endeavor to reach an agreement on matters


~ithin the scope of bargaining. This legal requirement is much


more powerful than it appears to be at first glance. The


California Supreme Court, in the Vallejo Fire Fighters case,


ruled that the scope of bargaining under ~IB is substantiall\'


the same as that which applies to the private employers under


the National Labor Relations Act (NLR~). HMB's definition of


"meet and confer in good faith" is remarkably similar to the


definition of "collective bargaining" found in the NLAA. These


key similarities exist between ~IB and the federal private sector


law:


Tpe employer and the employee organization are obligated:


* to meet at reasonable times and places;


* to endeavor to reach agreement;


* to negotiate wages, hours, and other terms


and conditions.of employment;


* to reduce the agreement to writing if


requested by either party;


HMB is a strong law with respect to the negotiating obligation


it mandates.







Sacramento Countv Experience Under MMB


Sacramento County has been negotiating with employee
"


organizations since 1966 and has engaged in full scale bargaining


since 1971. During this time approximately 70 agreements have


been negotiated. Many of these agreements have been for two or


three year terms. Long-term agreements tend to indicate that


the parties trust each other in addition to providing stability


in the employer-employee relationship.


I strongly support the negotiation process to set terms


and conditions of employment. I have been emploved by the


County since 1959. I have seen bilateral management-employee


bargaining provide solutions more satisfactory than we in manage-


ment likely would have arrived at on their O.TI. The process


gives employer and employee representatives each considerable


opportunity for input and opportunity to explain its concerns


to the other side. The importance of mutual agreement cannot be


overstressed. When the two parties voluntarily agree almost


always there is a commitment to live up to the agreement.


I am in support of grievance arbitration. Since 1971, many


Sacramento County employee agreements have provided for arbitration


to decide grievances involving rights of employees arising out of


the negotiated agreement. Grievance arbitration merely is a


substitute for the much slower and more costly process of


resolving such disputes 'in the courts. In grievance arbitration


the parties already have volunta~ily negotiated the terms and


conditions of employment. In the event of a dispute the arbitrator


decides which party is right pursuant to the written terms of the
agreement.
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Compulsory Arbitration Proposals


For a number of years, bills have been introduced in the


California Legislature to impose compulsory arbitration to


determine salaries, benefits, hours, and other terms and


conditions of public employment in cases where public agencies


and employee organizations reach an impasse in negotiations.


Though the specifics of the compulsory arbitration bills have


varied, they all have provided for essentially the same process:


representatives of the public agency and the employee organization


jointly select an arbitrator, and the arbitrator makes a final


and binding decision on the terms and conditions of employment


that are in dispute between the two parties. Most ~f the


legislative proposals concerning compulsory impasse arbitration


have restricted it to law enforcement and fire fighting employees.


Objections to Compulsory Arbitration


There are two basic reasons why I oppose the imposition of


compulsory arbitration. My first objection is because arbitration


is detrimental to the negotiation process itself. I will comment


on this briefly below. Mor~ important, compulsory arbitration


runs directly contrary to our form of representative government.


Compulsory arbitration strips authority and responsibility away


from the people's elected representatives and places it in the


hands of a person who is not accountable to the" electorate.


Adverse Impact on Negotiation Process


These are my major concerns regarding the adverse impact of


compulsory arbitration on the negotiation process:


* Compulsory arbitration inhibits good faith negotiations.


Knowing that arbitrators tend to decide somewhere between
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the two positions, there is a tendency for the parties . f.",


to hold back on a final offer. This is called "s av i rig '.
something for the arbitrator". This holding back


process directly interferes with tc,e obligation to


negotiate in good faith. What is held back may be


just what would be needed to reach voluntary agreement.


* Ko arbitrator can make decisions as satisfactorily as


agreed to by the parties. The psychology of voluntary


agreement is critically important to sound managerne~~


en.nl ovee relations ° J\ei ther party is likely to have a


stronf; cOTnII;itment to a decision imposed by an arbi:ratoTo


* There are relatively few good arbitrators. The few who


are very good command high fees and are difficult to


book because of their heavy schedules.


* Impasse arbitration takes too long. Experience in other


states has shown that it is not uncommon to have an


impasse one summer and the arbitration decision the


following spring. Such a delay in deciding terms and


conditions of employment is very poor from the standpoint


of maintaining effective employee relations. Also a


delayed decision also can arrive just in time to disrupt


the parties as they are entering into negotiations for


the next year.


* The arbitration process also can impact other employee


organizations not covered by it. For example, a high


arbitration award may set the pattern for settlements


demanded by. other employee organizations. Sacramento







900 would be coyered bv impasse arbitration covering


County has 5,400 emplovees 'in bargaining units. Only


police and fire personnel.


* The arbitration process inherently is imbalanced.


Arbitrators usually render decisions somewhere between


the final positions of the two parties. Employees'can


count on getting something more if they go to a~bitration.


So-called final offer arbitration--in which the arbitrator


must choose tne to~a~ package fin&l offer of one of the


parties--miti6a:es the problem of.splitting the


difference, b~t it poses the serious new problem that


the process becomes a total loss for one side and a


vi ct oi-y fa;, L'1e other. The creation of "wi nner s" and


"losers" is deadly to constructive management-employee


relationships.


, . .* It is critical to the negotIatIng process that each


party retain the right to agree or to disagree with


the other, that each party retain the right to accept


or reject the other's proposals, and that each party


retain the right to decide freely whether to make


concessions or to make proposals, . The intrusion of


a third party with final authority into the process


makes a fundamental change in the process itself. The


process no longer is bi-Iateral negotiations, because


the parties' actions become too heavily influenced by







the potential intervention and final decision making


by a third party.


Undermines Authorit! of Elected Officials


My major objection to compulsory impasse arbitration is that


it undermines democratic local government. Compulsory impasse


arbitration removes final authority and responsibility from the


people's elected legislative representatives.


* Traditionally up to now in California, no increase in


local employee salaries, benefits, or other significant


personnel policies can be put into effect unless


approved by the majority of the local legislative body.


The ~~1B Act requires negotiation of terms and conditions


of employment, but under· the .Act an agreement is not


binding until approved by the local governing body.


* Under compulsory impasse arbitration, an employee


organization at will could put the final decision in


the hands of an arbitrator. This would strip boards of


supervisors, city councils, and other governing bodies


of their authority to approve final decisions on terms


and conditions of employment.


* Compulsory arbitration seems to presume that law enforce-


ment and fire employees are more important than represen-


tative government. The message seems to be that these


particular public employees are so important that·
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elected representatives of the people cannot be trusted


to have final approval authority over their terms and


cond itions of employment. I vigorous ly disagree with


that notion.


* Of course a local governing body may err in approving or


not approving law enforcement salaries and benefits.


Elected officials are not exempt from human error. But


arbitrators also make mistakes, and therein lies a


critical weakness of compulsory impasse arbitration.


* Our system of government assumes that elected officials


are not perfect. Therefore it provides for periodic


elections so the people can hold their representatives


responsible for the decisions they make. Members of


city councils and boards of supervisors are accountable


at the polling place. An arbitrator is not accountable'


to the people. If an elected official makes a serious


mistake, the people can hold him or her responsible.


The people cannot hold an arbitrator responsible. (Also


an arbitrator cannot correct a bad judgment, he makes--


even if he later realizes it. He has no continuing


jurisdiction. )


* Compulsory impasse arbitration is a 'proposal of enormous


public policy significance. It would fundamentally alter


our form of local government. It would take decision







making power out of the hands of the people's elected


representatives and give that power to third party


technical experts. Compulsory impasse arbitration


for local government employees should not be viewed


primarily as a collective bargaining matter. It


should be seen for what it is, a proposal to alter the


basic authority structure of local government. Historically


in the United States legislative bodies have made the


important fiscal and policy decisions. CompUlsory


impasse arbitration would take significant decision-


making authority away from elected local legislative


bodies.


Scope of Fiscal Impact


In Sacramento County government alone compulsory impasse


arbitration for law enforcement and fire fighting personnel


would give an outside arhitrator the final decision-making


authority over a $22 million payroll.


In city governments, police and fire compensation costs


are a great proportion of the total budget. In the City of


Sacramento, pOlice and fire compensation is $25 million, which


is 38% of the city's total compensation costs. For many cities


pOlice and fire compensation is 50% of tqtal payroll costs.


In fire districts, payroll costs typically constitute most


of the budge t, . In fire districts in Sacramento County salaries


and employee benefits amount to OVer $14 million, which is more


than 76% of the total expenditure appropriations for such


districts.
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Adding up the above figures, there are $61 million in la"


enforcement and fire fighting payroll costs in those mentioned


agencies in Sacramento County. Under compulsory arbitration,


that public budget expense would be subject to change by the


decision of an appointed arbitrator.


Inconsistent with Property-Tax Limits


In California today there is great public pressure to


place limits on property tax levys. Giving an outside_arbitrator


power over police and fire compensation--a major cost item in


local budgets--is totally inconsistent with such property tax


reform.


Infringement on Effective Management


Compulsory impasse arbitration infringes not only on the


authority of local legislative bodies, but also on elected


sheriffs, police chiefs, fire chiefs, and other safety service


managers who are responsible for peace officer or fire fighting


personnel.


Attached is a copy of the table of contents from the current


agreement between Sacramento County and the Sacramento County


Deputy Sheriffs' Association. This will give you. some idea of


the broad scope of matters that could be subject to decision


making by an arbitrator. I do not want to see arbitrators deciding


that law enforcement or fire fighting personnel should be assigned


or promoted based on seniority rather than fitness. I do not


want to see arbitrators deciding policies governing use of


firearms by police officers.
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Delivery of effective law enforcement and fire fighting t


service is difficult enough these days without allowing outside


arbitrators to impose policies which may interfere with efficient


operations. Those who are responsible for the day-to-day


operation of safety services should retain their present


authority to manage key activities.


...


Arbitration No Guarantee Against Strikes


Those who support compulsory arbitration propose it as an


alternative to public employee strikes. The fact is arbitration


cannot guarantee against public employee strikes. Nothing in


a free society can keep people working if they decide not to


work. Such employee strikes already are illegal in California,


but nonetheless they take place regularly. Some public .agencies


in Canada have used impasse arbitration to prevent strikes and


then have experienced strikes by employees disgruntled with an


arbitration award. There is no sure guarantee against strikes.


Need for Comprehensive Legislation


Though I oppose compulsory arbitration legislation, I do


support additional legislation which would better guarantee the


enforcement of employees' representation rights. Comprehensive


amendments to ~B are needed to provide more orderly procedures


and ground rules covering public employment collective bargaining.


In particular, local government should come under the jurisdiction


of the State Public Employment Relations Board. Local public


employment should be covered by unfair labor practice provisions


..
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so that the PERB can insure that local public agencies negotiate


in good faith as required by law and do not discriminate against


employees who exercise their representation rights. The PERB


~. should be given jurisdiction over all disputes regarding


representation rights of employee organizations representing


local employees.


Conclusion


Police and fire service personnel are compensated relatively


well compared to many other public employees. I do not resent


their level of compensation. They do demanding and dangerous


work. They should be well compensated so the public in


California will continue to be served by highly fit safety


employees.


Public safety services are of grave importance, but they


are not more important than representative government itself.


Local governing bodies should retain the authority to accept a
I


strike as an alternative to giving in to what they judge are


unreasonable demands of an employee organization. Local elected


officials also should have the authority to agree to settle a


particular dispute by voluntarily using binding arbitration to


settle impasses. If the local elected officials make the decision,


the voters can effectively hold someone accountable for the


decision. An arbitrator cannot be held accountable by the


electorate. Major policy authority over local government should


not be taken from the people's elected representatives and given


to an appointed arbitrator. Even if 100% of the voters were


opposed to an arbitrator's decision they could not vote him out


of office.


ATTACHMENT :
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September 19, 1989
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State Capitol
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RE: Compulsory and Binding Arbitration. SB 1127 (Cecil Green) - Request for
Veto.


Dear Governor Deukmejian:


This is to request your veto of SB 1127, a bill which would permit the establishment of
compulsory and binding arbitration as a means to settle labor disputes for firefighters in
general law and charter cities.


As you know, the League has long-opposed compulsory and binding arbitration as a means
for settling labor disputes. The fact that SB 1127 is promoted as an "optional" bill does not
change this policy. There are many proposals each year in the Legislature which are
"optional" or which "let the people decide," but these proposals never see the light of day
because the Legislature or the Governor exercises judgment about the soundness of the
public policy. We ask you to focus on the public policy of compulsory and binding
arbitration when making your decision regarding the disposal of this legislation.


Firefighters argue that compulsory and binding arbitration brings "labor peace" to the
bargaining table. We argue just the opposite. The principle behind collective bargaining
is good faith bargaining. What produces good faith bargaining is the agreement reached
through the negotiation process. Each side makes its proposal, compromises, and ultimately
reaches an agreement that must be sold to their respective constituencies. Because it is an
agreement, each side must make an effort to ensure the contract works (i.e., agreement)
for its duration. This commitment to an agreement reduces grievances and other points of
conflict.


With compulsory and binding arbitration there is no "agreement." One side is a winner and
the other a loser. The issues which were disputed in the collective bargaining process are
carried over throughout the duration of the contract and put back on the table at the next
bargaining session. There is no incentive to bargain in good faith. Both sides are required
by necessity to posture and position themselves in the best situation for the inevitable
arbitration process. Compulsory and binding 'irbitration is the antithesis of good faith
collective bargaining. There is no incentive fr-r firefighters to reach agreement when the
worst scenario is the employer's last offer aud the best is your uncompromising offer!
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Last, but certainly not least, we cling to the naive belief that one of the main reaso
elected officials are elected in their local communities is to determine the allocation 0
budget resources to fund the services that the citizens both want and need. An outside
arbitrator has absolutely no comprehension of the compromises, negotiations, trade-offs, and
service levels needed in any particular community.


~.


SB 1127 will give firefighters first call on city resources. None of the other services or
compensation levels for other employees can be settled until the arbitrator makes his or her
decision about the amount of resources which go to the firefighters. Already, public safety
employees are much better compensated than other city employees. SB 1127 will only
increase the gap between firefighters and other employees.


For all of these reasons, we request a "Veto" of SB 1127. If you have any questions
regarding our position, please contact us.


Sincere ,


~n:lghOVen
Executive Director


Enclosures


L:\leg\ma \sb 11270p.ds
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Address of Mayor Coleman A. Young
to Legislative Forum on Ne~ Directions
for Public Employee Labor Relations
Lansing, Michigan - 12/4/79


"What's ·Wrong with Public Employee Labor Relations in Michigan?"


I have been asked to come before you today and tell you what I think is wrong with
public employee labor relations in Michigan. Most of you are experts on public em-
ployee labor relations and so you already know what's wrong. There are some greater
rroblems and there are some lesser problems. I'm going to discuss the problems that
have had the most serious effect on the City of Detroit


The number one problem is, of course, compulsory arbitration. When Act 312 was first
passed, most of us sincerely hoped it would be a success. It was a new idea and we
felt it was certainly worth a try. After all, no one wants police or fire strikes
or strikes by any other employees for that matter. The Romney Committee recommended
trying it, several noted arbitration experts recommended trying it -- and so we voted
to try it. I say "we" because I was a member of the State Senate at the time, and I
voted for it too. We now know that compulsory arbitration has been a failure. Slowly,
inexorably, compulsory interest arbitration destroys collective bargaining and collec-
tive bargaining relationships and, even more disastrous for Detroit, compulsory arbi-
tration destroys sensible fiscal management. The costs of paying the awards are too
high. They come after a budget is planned, or, in our case, after two or even three,
annual budgets are planned. The process is so slow that we not only don't know what
our next budget should look like, we can't even close our books on old budgets long
since passed.


The costs of the Act 312 awards have been astronomical. in Detroit.
that these costs since the enactment of Act 312 are now $50 million
year for the City of Detroit. The arbitrators seem to believe that
to how much of our money they should spend.


We have calculated
dollars or more per
there is no limit


There are many procedural problems with Act 312, but I want to focus your attention on
two fundamental problems: (1) Act 312 destroys collective bargaining, and (2) the
awards we have had under Act 312 are intolerable - and have caused more damage cO the
public service in Detroit than the strikes the law was designed to prevent.


Our claim that Act 312 destroys collective bargaining, as most of us understand that
term, is not made lightly. We are convinced that compulsory arbitration, by its very
nature, simply cannot resolve differences in the same way voluntary agreements resolve
differences. Compulsory arbitrations differs sharply from voluntary binding arbitra-
tion in this respect also. If a party to a dispute does not voluntarily agree to its
solution, either by direct agreement or agreeing to be bound by a third party's deci-
sion, then that party can, and probably will, repudiate that solution if he disagrees
with it in any way. The non-voluntary "solution", then, really is no solution at all.
The issue lives and will be raised again at the next opportunity.


At the bargaining table, Act 312 unions find it difficult, if not impossible, to bar-
gain in good faith. How can they agree to drop, or compromise on, any issue? Each
issue is the favorite demand of some member or group of members. How can responsible
union leadership, which must stand for election to keep their jobs, tell any p.srt of
the membership that their pet demand will not be pursued when Act 312 is readily avail-
able? The answer is: they usually can't; and they wind up going to arbitrp~ion with
dozens of issues. The only way a union can avoid arbitration is to get the employer
to grant its demands. As each issue is discussed at the bargaining tabIe, the under-
lying position of the union is: "either give in or we'll arbitrate."







There is very little good faith bargaining. There is very little mutual understand-
ing and mutual problem solving. Compromises are not made. Either we give in to the
union or they arbitrate. The Act 312 unions in Detroit have proven they have no
reluctance to go to arbitration. They are not deterred by the costs of the procedure
as some smaller units in other parts of the state might be. Today, the City of Detro~t
deals with eight separate bargaining units that are entitled to Act 312. Some of
these have only recently been included in Act 312 coverage. So far there have been
seventeen possible opportunities for Detroit unions to utilize Act 312. There have
been eleven CaSes. In the other six situations, the City avoided arbitration only by
promising to pass on to the union involved, the terms of the Act 312 award being deter-
mined in another case.


The destruction of the bargaining process caused by Act 312 is not solely a matter of
opinion. There is evidence available to support this conclusion. Because Act 312 puts
the parties in antagonistic positions - forces them to fight over virtually every issue
- they tend to fight rather than try to agree on disputed questions.


In the last three years the City of Detroit has been involved in approximately 76 court
actions involving city employee unions. Although the City deals with 57 unions, four
of these unions, all Act 312 unions, have accounted for over 75% of the litigation.
The other unions, the non-Act 312 unions that are used to collective bargaining, tend
to bring their problems to us so they can be solved through negotiation. The Act 312
unions tend to run to court. And they scream bloody murder if we exercise our right
to go to court: I could talk all day about how Act 312 prevents collective bargaining,
but I'll move on now to the other fundamental weakness of this Act.


Act 312 gives to an arbitrator broad powers - powers so broad that they undermine the
democratic process and strip from the people of a community their ability to control
their own affairs. This broad power makes it possible for an arbitrator to do almost
any damn thing he, or she, wants. It is possible for good awards to issue, and there
have been some. The problem is: there is no way to stop arbitrators from issuing b~d
awards. There are insufficient controls, no checks and balances, and no truly meaning-
ful appeal mechanisms. Thus, if an arbitrator is biased in Some way going into a case,
or doesn't understand the issues, or just has a bad day when he decides the case, the':e
is very little anyone can do about it. We are hoping the courts of this state will
see the very real need to provide a meaningful appeal process. There is nc much at
stake that we are confident the courts will deal directly with this problem. We have
recently experienced Some very bad awards, about which there has been much publicity,
and we are hopeful the courts will see the very real need for them to act.


We were shocked by the recent police and fire arbitration awards we received. We have
about as much experience as anyone with Act 312 and we are not naive. But we were
shocked. The awards make no senSE. There is no logic in their reasoning. They ignored
obvious facts and ignored the factors that Act 312 requries them to follow. We put
those factors in the law in the first place for a reason. We expected that arbitrators
would adhere to them. But they chose to ignore the most important ones there. Before
I go on about the misplaced reasoning of arbitrators, I have to tell you a few things
about the policies and attitudes of the City of Detroit.


First, and foremost in our labor relations policies, is our commitment to the proposi-
tion that our employees should be paid fairly and equitably. Detroit is a town of work-
ing men and women. It is a union town. It is unthinkable that the City of Detroit
would have any other policy. Furthermore, I have a deep personal life-long commitment
to the concept of a fair day's pay for a fair day's work. It is sometimes true, as all
of you know, when there is a financial situation facing an employer, either private or
public, that makes it impossible to pay the going rate. I think the recent Chrysler-
UAW agreement illustrates how that sort of problem might be handled. But that was not
quite the situation with our police and fire employees. We were prepared to tighten
our belts and pay fair wages. Our offers to our police and fire employees were more
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than fair. If they had been adopted by the arbitrators our police and fire employees
would have been the highest-paid in the nation. Both the salaries and the fringes
would have been number one. Detroit has not been the traditional wage leader among
the large cities, but the financial troubles of New York City and the effects on Los
Angeles and San Francisco of Proposition 13 had slowed down wage increases in those
cities. SO'it happened, that even though we were not the traditional leader, our
offers to our police and fire employees would have made them the highest paid in the
country. Our offers were also equal to our settlements with our other unions - and
the strongest among them engaged in strikes to get those settlements. We were not
ashamed of our offers. We were not hiding behind an inability to pay argument.


Despite some gossip to the contrary, we did present a great deal of evidence about our
fiscal condition. I testified personally at length on that subject. I was there.
The arbitrators could have asked me anything they felt they needed to know about our
finances. We told those arbitrators that it would not be easy, but we could afford to
pay fair wages. We also told them we could not afford to pay excessive wages - that
there were too many other essential programs for us to finance.


Despite all this, the Act 312 arbitrators chose to ignore the evidence and ignore the
factors that Act 312 requires them to use. They ignored the factor of comparibility
even though this is the one that arbitrators generally proclaim to be the most im-
portant; they ignored the factor that says "The interests and welfare of the public
and the financial ability of the unit of government to meet those costs."


One of the arbitrators as much as admitted that he ignored all but one of the factors.
He claimed he was moved by the cost of living factor, but when you read his award you
can't find where he even used that. His award was to grant the same percentage in-
creases that had been granted in the previous contr~ct, apparently celieving that to
be self-justifying. Now think about that for a minute. What he was saying was that,
if, for example, General Motors and the UAW agree to a .7Si per hour raise in 1974,
then .7Si per hour is the appropriate settlement in 1977 - no matter how different all
the circumstances may be. If you followed this kind of legic, you'd have to say that
no further bargaining would ever be required. The previous settlement will become the
next one and so on.


The other arbitrator, whose award came out a little later, said he was compelled to
follow the first guy. The first.arbitrator's union has traditionally followed the
second but this time the second felt he must follow the first. It was the classic case
of the tail wagging the dog - as the second arbitrator later admitted. The problem
is, these awards will cost the City $50 million dollars more than our offers would have
cost. This is why we are appealing these awards and asking the courts to save uS from
these maniacs. And this is why we believe the time has come for the Legislature to
get rid of Act 312 and go back to the drawing boards.


Now this $50 million dollars is not the same $50 million I mentioned earlier. The
non-police and fire employees of the City of Detroit are also very well paid. In fact,
they too are among the best-paid in the country. However, since Act 312 was passed some
10 years ago, if police and fire employees had received wage increases similar to those
increases negotiated with the City's other employees, the City's costs would be ~50
million per year less than they are now.


These costs are tremendous~ They exceed the total revenues from our unpopular, regressive
utility excise tax. I could go on and on about h~w much $50 million a year could mean
to us - suffice it to say that we believe damage done through Act 312 has exceeded the
potential damage of any strikes Act 312 was d~signed to prevent. The costs in one bud-
get of wages and fringes for just police and fire employees now exceeds the total revenues
from both our local property taxes and our local income taxes.
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The City of Detroit is not the only victim of Act 312. In our part of the state, we
are now painfully aware of the crushing affect Act 312 has had on Wayne County.
Arbitrators have not only imposed unreasonable financial costs on Wayne County, they
have also hamstrung the County's efforts to control their costs with improved efficiency.


Although only a relatively small proportion of Wayne County's employees are covered
by Act 312, the County has found it nearly impossible to keep the wage pattern established
through Act 312 from spreading to its other Unions.


I think it can be safely said that most, of the County's current fiscal difficulties
can be traced back to excessive Act 312 awards. The County' 5 new budget, armounc ed
this past week, calls for approximately a 10% reduction in County employment and, there-
fore, in the levels of services the County will be able to provide its citizens.


It is time for a c~ange in our labor laws. It is time for the repeal of Act 312. It
doesn't work. It was a noble experiment but we now know it is a disaster.


In his State of the State address, the Governor announced he was going to have the
Department of Labor review the State's labor laws and recommend any necessary changes.
He told them he was specifically concerned about the impact of Act 312 on the fiscal
solvency of the State's local units of government. Those departments did conduct a
study and on May 21 of this year they issued their report. We were so disappointed in
that Report that we felt compelled to write a criticism of it which we se~t to the
Director of the Department of Labor. Copies of our critique are available here today.


The Report to the Governor contained quite a few suggested modifications of Act 312, some
of whi~h are very geod, but the Report did not deal with the basic problems.


First, the Report specifically rests upon the premise that a strike of public safety
employees is always more costly to society when compared with the costs of an arbitra-
tion award. In other words, it is not possible for an award to hurt society more than
a strike. We so no: It is possible. We have had such awards. The premise is false.


Our other quarrel with that report is that it fails to examine carefully the pr03lem
I discussed earlier: that Act 312, especially in the larger ~ities, has become, in-
stead of a "strike substitute", a substitute for the collective bargaining process.
We believe those State departments should reexamine Act 312. We believe that a thorough,
objective study will reveal that it is time to repeal Act 312.


There are many people who claim that if we are going to prohibit strikes then we must
provide compulsory, binding insterest arbitration. They say we must have one or the
other. Police and fire unions and arbitrators say we must have arbitration. They know
a golden goose when they see it: I say, if that is the choice, one or the other, let
it be the right to strike - exactly in the format used in thE private sector.


But I hasten to add that I'm not convinced we have to be on the horns of that dilemma.
There are some other things we haven't thoroughly tried yet. All of them designed to
improve the climate for collective bargaining.


We should consider a closely limited, carefully regulated right to strike. If we do
that, of course, we should learn a lesson from the private sector and exclude supervisors
from collective bargaining. There should be a reasonable attempt to bal"nce bargaining
power as is done in the private sector under the National Labor Relations Act. There
should be a far ",reater effort made by the State government in provid<"g mediation
services. Because in the public service we have a greater desire to avoid strikes, the
mediation effort should be greater than that provided to the private sector by the
federal and state governments. Host of all we should be encouraging the process of
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collective bargaining. Many people are afraid of it or don't understand it. It works,
we know it works, we should do everything possible to make it work. And we should re-
move every impediment to collective bargaining that exists. Most particularly we should
remove compulsory arbitration.


I would like to read to you the words of one of the prominent labor leaders of this
century. This is from a paper he wrote entitled "Union Leaders and Public Sector Unions."
Here are the words of the recently retired president of the AFL-ClO, George Heany:


"The Success of voluntary arbitration in settling disputes unresolved at
the bargaining table is based on the fact that such arbitration is its·'f
a product of the collective bargaining process. It is not imposed by some
outside authority against the will of either party.


And this is the rock against which the notion of compulsory arbitration has
been shipwrecked every time it has been tried. The hasty, ill-conceived
legislation with which Congress tried to break strikes in the airline and
railraod industries only succeeded in making matters worse. In any guise,
under any name - 'mediation to finality,' 'final-offer' arbitration, or
what have you - compulsory arbitration has been perceived by employers as
an out that makes real bargaining unnecessary and by employees as a tool
of tyranny that makes bargaining meaningless.


Collective bargaining is a two-handed tool that won't work unless both
parties want it to work, ~nd that goes ior arbitration as well.


There are those who argile that collective bargaining is all very w"ll in
'non-critical' public services such as schools and sanitation departments,
but that some substitute for the strike must be found in the areas of law
enforcement, fire Frotection, and hospital services.


That would be fine if such a substitute could be found, but so far nona
has been found. There are no shortcuts and no substitutes for the bar-
gaining table ana mutual freedom of contract.


And cOillpulsory arbi[ration - the favorite proposal of certain editorialists
just will not work because it is an abrogation of freedom. The crucial
difference between voluntary and compulsory arbitration is the difference
between freedom and its denial.


Fairly long experience convinces me that the best, surest and, indeed,
only way to secure stability in labor-management relations in any area, in-
cluding government service, is through the normal pattern of free nego-
tiations on every aspect of wages and working conditions."


George is right. There
collective bargaining.
for a new deal.


is no substitute for collective bargaining. Act 312 destroys
Act 312 must be repealed. It's time to fold that hand and ask


However, Act 312 is not the only concern we have
sure you all know, there is currently pending in
that is being called the "Right to Strike" bill.


with the State's labor laws.
the House of Representatives
This is HB 4645.


As I'm
a bill


The proponents of this bill argue that public employee£ should have a legal right to
"trike, that public employees should not be deprived of a basic right enjoyed by their
union brothers and sisters in the private sector. Don't be fooled by their sophistry~
They no more want to be treated like their so-called brothers and sisters than you
want to go live at the North Pole. They do not want to give up the protections they
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enjoy under the Civil Service rules or the Teacher Tenure Act. They do not want to ex-
clude supervisors from unions, they do not want to give up the golden goose we call
Act 312, and they do not want to limit collective bargaining to the subject matters
traditional in the private sector. Public employees in Michigan now have many advan-
tages under the State's labor laws that their private sector brothers and sisters do not
have. ~funy of these were given them becaGse there was no legal right to strike. Now
they want to have their cake and eat it too: And they're quite willing to allow their
brothers and sisters to continue to pay for the advantages they enjoy.


In connection with HB 4645, the City of Detroit and other public employers have argued
strenuously that the State's labor laws must provide a balance of power at the bargain-
ing table, that, if the Legislature feels we should pattern ourselves after the private
sector, then we must go all the way, and adopt that kind of balance. There must be no
collective bargaining for supervisory employees and the kinds of things that must be
negotiated must be limited to the kinds of things that must be negotiated in the private
sector. The public employee unions that endorse HB 4645 don't merely want the right to
strike - they want a law that will virturally guarantee they'll win every strike. And
there's an amendment to the bill before the House that would open up access to Act 312
to all public employee unions under certain circumstances.


Today the House may be voting on the Right to Strike bill and several important amendments
to it. I for one hope, and I am very confident, that the House of Representatives will
act responsibly to assure that collective ba~gaining in this state will be given every
chance to operate in a balanced, fair, and reasonable manner.
I say to you
bargaining.
thi.s state.
we must not


today that the central theme of the State's labor laws must be collective
This is the key to reasonable employee relations in the public sector in
We must not destroy collective bargaining with compulsory arbitration and


destroy it with lopsided changes in the labor laws.
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Sacramento, California
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THE CASE AGAINST COMPULSORY AND BINDING ARBITRATION


COMPULSORY AND BINDING ARBITRATION CONTRARY TO TAXPAYER DIRECTIVE


The reasons behind the widespread support for the passage of Propositions 13 and 4, and


the support to place the Jarvis II initiative on the ballot, can be interpreted many
different ways. However, it is safe to say that containment of government costs is a


primary goal of these initiative efforts. Compulsory and binding arbitration with its
documented cost increases for the arbitration process itself and the inflated wages
traditionally given in arbitration awards is not what the taxpayers want. The passage of


SB 888 at this time of financial uncertainty for local government and the State would only
compound current problems of providing public services with scarce resources.


NON-ELECTED ARBITRATORS MAKE PUBLIC POLICY


Compulsory and binding arbitration of wage and benefit provisions of local labor
agreements would remove the decision-making authority of California's local elected


officials to make the most important budgetary decision in the city. Why? Because the


salaries and benefits of police and fire employees have been estimated to amount to 50-
60% of most municipal budgets, With binding arbitration, the decision over this budgetary
item is given to an outside non-elected panel of arbitrators. The only decision left for


local elected officials is to find money to implement the arbitration award-in some
instances either through increased taxes or reduced public services. There is perhaps ~-;----.


better example of this problem than the one that occurred in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The
arbitrator's award was a 10% retroactive raise to January 1, 1979, and another 10% raise


January 1, 1980, for policemen. The arbitrator defended the 20% raise by noting that
police officers had been among the highest paid in the area and there was no reason to


change that pattern. He went on to say that he was aware of the financial burden of his
award but that:


... the evidence would indicate that there are surplus funds
•available from which the association's economic demands, If


awarded, can bp. paid. Additional funds, if necessary, cae, be


borrowed, and so if the bottom line consists of having' to raise
tax~ though distasteful, that may well have to be done.
-eJERR No. 833, October 22, 1979, pp, 23 and·'Z4-:--·-------







Local elected officials have to maintain the right to say no to unreasonable demands. The
Legislature and Congress have both maintained that right for other public and private
employees. If we lose this right, we may be faced with situations similar to Milwaukee,


The taxpayers elected city councils to exercise that authority. They did not elect the
arbitrator or arbitration panel.


COMPULSORY ANDBINDINGARBITRATION IS EXPENSIVE


The costs of compulsory and binding arbitration result in significant cost for local
governments and the taxpayers. First of all, the financing of the actual arbitration
process itself is significant. In 1976 it was estimated that the City of Vallejo expendedl
more than $40,000 for a single arbitration proceeding with the local firefighters union. In l
1979, the City of Vallejo estimated that the arbitration process involving the firefighters j
and miscellaneous employees resulted in a $200,000 cost to the city.


In addition to the actual cost of the arbitration process, compulsory and binding
arbitration produces artificially inflated salaries for the employees covered. In states


where binding arbitration exists, studies show conclusively that the employee groups
covered by binding arbitration receive consistently higher wage and benefit packages than


do other groups of city employees. Based on the 1975 figures below, police salaries which!


were set by arbitration awa_rds_aVeraged12.6% above t_heaverage of all negotiated police j
salar-ies, and the average firefighter salary set by arbitration was 17.2% higher than the
average of all firefighter negotiated salaries. The figures from the Michigan experience
are listed below.


MICHIGANEXPERIENCE


Year
Average Police
Officer Salaries


Average Police Officer
Salaries Set By


Compulsory Arbitration


1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970


$ 13,487
12,441
11,429
10,644
10,053
9,338


$ 15,180
13,415
12,038
11,101
10,621
9,414
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Year
Average Fire-
fighter Salaries


Average Firefighter
Salaries Set By


Compulsory Arbitration


1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970


$13,165
11,835
11,366
11,133
9,844
9,143


s 15,432
13,144
no data
10,895
10,757
9,938


There is one simple reason why the police and fire unions want compulsory and binding
arbitration and that is because they get better awards than management is willing to give.
If compulsory and binding arbitration did not produce higher wages and benefits for these


employees, it would not be so popular. This raises a very simple and basic question. What
is a reasonable wage for policemen and firemen? The following are 1977 figures on the


wage and fringe benefit packages for policemen and firemen. We will let you reach your


own conclusion as to whether the employee unions representing these personnel need
compulsory and binding arbitration.


Approximate Total
Annual Compensation


City Employees Pay * (Salary &. Benefits) **
Alameda Police Officer 20,268 28,375


Firefighter 18,060 26,124
Anaheim Police Officer 20,532 28,745


Firefighter 18,636 26,090
Arcadia Police Officer 21,480 30,072


Firefighter 19,620 27,468
Beverly Hills Police Officer 22,992 32,189


Firefighter 18,036 25,250
El Segundo Police Officer 21,348 29,887


Firefighter 20,172 28,241
Foster City Police Officer 18,660 26,124


Firefighter 18,360 25,704
Hawthorne Police Officer 21,732 30,425


Firefighter 20,328 28,459


Huntington Beach Police Officer 20,124 28,174
Firefighter 18,036 25,250


Inglewood Police Officer 18,972 26,561
Pirefighte: 19,080 26,712
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Long Beach Police Officer 20,148 28,207
Firefighter 20,052 28,073


Los Angeles Police Officer 20,616 28,862
Firefighter 20,616 28,862


San Francisco Police Officer 18,456 25,838
Firefighter 18,456 25,838


Santa Ana Police Officer 21,012 29,417
Firefighter 17,820 24,948


Santa Monica Police Officer 19,452 27,233
Firefighter 18,840 26,376


Vacaville Police Officer 20,052 28,073
Firefighter 19,092 26,729


Vernon Police Officer 18,744 26,242
Firefighter 18,096 25,334


*lncludes salary, longevity pay, and educational incentive pay. -Statistics as of January
1977.


**Fringe benefits are figured at 40% of salary for these computations. For fire and police
employees, this figure is conservative. Fringe benefits include medical plans, dental


plans, retirement and other similar items. For retirement alone, the contributions


required from the cities are sometimes over 40% of salary by themselves. e.g., San
Francisco: Police-73.89%, Fire-67.09%; Oakland: Police-71.22%, Fire-71.22%; Glendale:
Police-29.6%, Fire-29.6%; Los Angeles: Police--50%, Fire-50%; Vallejo: Police-35.49%,


Fire-35.49%; Fresno: Police-38.95%, Fire-38.95%. These are actual city contribution
rates in effect for the 1976-77 fiscal year.


COMPULSORY AND BINDINGARBITRATION IS NOT A SUBSTITUTEFOR STRIKES


Police and fire unions argue that compulsory and binding arbitration law will eliminate
strikes. It is a matter of record that in states with a compulsory and binding arbitration


law, strikes have not been eliminated. In Michigan, the state law was changed to require
compulsory and binding arbitration for police and fire employees in 1969. In 1970 there


were nine strikes by police and fire employees, while only three strikes occurred in 1967,
.,-'.


four in 1968, and five in 1969. In November of 1974 the firemen went out on strike in


Montreal, Canada, as a result of an arbitrator's award which was not satisfactory to the
firefighters in that city.
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There is evidence that compulsory and binding arbitration may minimize strikes, however,
this is the case only because the policemen and firemen have been reasonably sa tisfied
with the generous awards given through arbitration. It can be expected that the first time


an award is given that the police and fire unions do not like, there will be a return to
business as usual-either strikes or the now-popular "job actions".


The argument that police and fire unions will trade strikes for compulsory and binding


arbitration holds no water. It is presently illegal for firemen and policemen or any other


public employees to strike in California. Binding arbitration, even with the prohibition on
strikes, would not make strikes more illegal than they are today. In a position paper on SB


888, endorsed by the Association of Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs, the California State
Firemens Association, the Federated Firefighters of California, the Los Angeles Police
Protective League, the Peace Officer Research Association of California, and the


Professional Peace Officers Association of Los Angeles County, the point is made that


public safety employee unions are extremely concerned with the detrimental effect of
strikes on the public. The study cites the need to find a mechanism to eliminate these


undesirable strikes and, as expected, compulsory and binding arbitration is the mechanism -- "--proposed in the paper. If the concern among public se.fety unions for the elimination of 7


strikes is legitimate, we would be more than willing to negotiate a no-strike provision )
without compulsory and binding arbitration.


Public safety employees contend that the "essential" nature of public safety services
requires compulsory and binding arbitration as the appropriate method to solve labor


disputes. As the argument goes, public safety services are the most essential and
therefore it is more detrimental for the public when strikes or job actions occur in these


services. However, in examining the entire array of public services, it can be argued that
other public services are equally as essential as police and fire services. As an example, it


may be more of an immediate health, safety, and welfare problem if water and sewer
employees or sanitation employees went on strike. It has been demonstrated that when


policemen have gone on strike that in no instance was there a significant upsurge in


reported crime, not even during the tumultuous San Francisco police and fire strikes in


1975. The bottom line is that strikes by public safety employees are more acceptable to
local government and the taxpayers than compulsory and binding arbitration.
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Perhaps there is no greater testimony to the problems inherent in compulsory and binding
arbitration than that of a local elected official who has had to balance the costs of
arbitration awards with the maintenance of public services. Detroit Mayor Coleman


Young, a former Michigan state senator who supported and voted for legislation to require
compulsory and binding arbitration, now has a different perspective. The following item
recently appeared in the press:


Young has got another crisis, a possible $60 million deficit in the
upcoming city budget. An arbitration award to fire and police


departments accounts for $50 million of it. If the city doesn't find
the money, Young may have to layoff city employees-as he did in
October (907 employees) and January (110).


COLLECTIVE BARGAINING CHILLED WITH COMPULSORY AND BINDING
ARBITRATION


Where compulsory and binding arbitration exists it places a chilling effect on the


bargaining process. The party that traditionally receives the "better deal" from the
arbitration panel finds no compelling reason to bargain in good faith when the rewards


come from the arbitration process. The issue-by-issue form of arbitration in SB 888 is a


further deterrent to good-faith bargaining because either party in the process has the
chance to improve its position in arbitration. As a result, each best-offer on a given issue
is usually structured to represent something different than what may be a realistic offer.


Again, good-faith bargaining is pushed aside for strategies that attempt to manipulate the
system to t'te. advantage of one side or the other. We need look no further than the
California ~ of GaiclaREI afuJ Vallejo to confirm this trend. Since 1970 when binding
arbitration of interest disputes became available, there has not been a normal negotiated


agreement with the firefighters. There have been three successive interest arbitration


awards.


DOES THE PUBLIC REALLY FAVOR COMPULSORY AND BINDING ARBITRATION?


In the public safety employee union SB 888 position paper mentioned earlier, it is stated,
based on a public opinion poll, that the overwhelming majority of Californians support


binding arbitration for the resolution of police and firefighter disputes. It is interesting to
note that the overwhelming majority does not include the residents of San Francisco, a


major metropolitan area in the state. San Francisco voters in the November 1979 election







•


rejected Proposition A which was a police and firefighter proposal to require binding
arbitration of interest disputes. Also, the citizens of Mountain View recently rejected


compulsory and binding arbitration in that city.> v., .(.-;- '- ,:->u .. c, U . ,''''.~:;"_.cj~ oL
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PROCEDURAL COSTS OF COMPULSORY AND BINDING ARBITRATION


(The full cost of compulsory arbitration is the sum of the procedural costs


and the costs of additional employee salaries and benefits mandated upon


the local entity.)


J. WORKING DATA -'" .
, ..


.L"~ .; ."


I. Local government must pay one-half the expenses and fees of the arbitrator,


together with all other expenses incurred by the panel excluding expenses


incurred on behalf of . the panel member appointed by the employee organization.


2. Based upon statistics from other states, about 48% of all police and fire


negotiations conducted under compulsory and binding arbitration ere submitted


to arbi troti on.


Citations: 30% James L. Stiern(1) -- Michigan and Pennsylvania


25% Robert Howlett(2) - Michigan


53% Paul Somers(3) -- Massachusetts


76% Police) (4)
) - Thomas Kochan, et 01 -- New York


58% Fire)


Average: 48%


(I) James L. Stiern, et ai, Final Offer Arbitration, D. C. Heath & Co., Lexington, Moss, 1975.


(2) Robert G. Howlett, Michi on Ex erience, Transcripts of Hearing before the Assembly
Public Employees on etirement ommittee, Sacramento, California, March I, 1977.


(3) Somers, Paul c., An Evaluation of Final Offer Arbitration in Massachusetts, Baston,
1976.


(4) Kochan, Thomas A" et ai, An Evaluation of 1m asse Procedures for Police and Fire-
fighters in New York State, New or c 001 a Industrial and Lobar Relations,
Cornell UniverSity, 1976.
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3. The cities of Oakland and Vallejo have costs of recent binding arbitration


proceedings of $25,000 and $30,000.


4. Currently, the cost of mostorbitrctors is between.$3oo and


$500 per day.


II. ASSUMPTIONS


I. The potential number of negotiating units of police officers and firefighters


is:


Police Fire


City 413 413


County 57 57


Fire Districts 405(5)


470 935 = 1405 Total


However, some of the cities do not have fire deportments and some of


the employee organizations are probably too small to find it economically


feasible to pursue arbitration. Thus, figures from the Peace Officers Standards


and Training Commission and the State Fire Marshall showing that there


are 435 local police and fire agencies with more than 20 employees are


used.


Therefore, 435 employee groups have the assumed potential to invoke arbi-


tration.
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Therefore, there is on overage of 370 negotiating units which may go to


arbitration each year.


2. Of the 435 units which are assumed to have the potential for arbitration,


approximately 30% (130) have 2-year agreements (Estimate).


3. Approximately 48% (see Item 1,2) of all negotiations will be submitted


to orbitrofion,


4. On the overage, the chairperson of the arbitration panel will cost $6,000,


including fees and expenses. It is assumed that the doily cost (fee plus


expenses), now averaging cbout $300, will increase to at least $400 because


of the increased demand for services of arbitrators. It is olso assumed


that the overage arbitrtion procedure will require five days for hearings


and ten days for review, research, executive sessions and award preparation.·


5. On the overage, other expenses of the panel, including stenographic services,


wi II be $2,000.
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6. A public agency will spend $10,000 for legal services and stoff research


time to adequately prepare depositions and opinions.


7. The indirect costs associated with participation in binding arbitration will


be approximately 10 percent of the identifiable direct costs.
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III. CALCULATIONS


I. Number of negotiations with the


potential for arbitration .................... 370


2. Percent submitte d to arbitration .. ........ 48%


Number of arbitration proceedings


(annual) .............................. 178
3. Cost of chairperson (arbitrator) .. ........ $6,000


4. Other expenses of panel .................... 2,000


Total Costs for jointly


appointed arbitrator •.•••.•••. 8,000
5. Public agency share of costs for


jointly selected arbitrator .................... 4,000
6. Public agency legal costs, research


costs, and costs for their representative


on arbitration panel •.••••••.••... 10,000


Public agency cost per proceeding 14,000
Total direct cost (annual)


(/78 x $14,000) .................. $2,592,000
7. Indirect cost .................................... 10% 259,200


TOTAL COST (Annual) $2,851,200
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COSTS OF THE FINAL AND BINDING ARBITRATION PROCESS IN THE THREE CALIFORNIA
CITIES WHERE INTEREST ARBITRATION IS USED (DOES NOT INCLUDE THE COSTS
OF SALARY AND BENEFIT AWARDS)


Three California cities have amended their Charters to provide for final and binding
arbitration for firefighters and/or police officers. These cities are Vallejo, Oakland,
and Hayward.


The cost of the arbitration process (not the awards) for the most recent arbitration in
these three cities totals $163,000. There are 413 cities, 58 counties, 465 fire districts,
and 5 police protection districts in California. All of these jurisdictions would be subject
to SB 164. A few cities do not have fire or police departments, but for most cities and
counties there are 2 groups which can seek arbitration.


VALLEJO


The cost of the most recent Vallejo arbitration for firefighters was approximately $80,000.
The cost is derived as follows:


Direct Expenses


Special Labor Counsel
! of arbitrator's costs


(15 days at $1000 per day)
Witnesses ...••.
Photocopying. • . • . •
Travel, meals, telephone
Court reporters
Miscellaneous


$ 30,000.00. . .
7,500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00


Subtotal $ 40,000.00


Cost of Staff Time Required for Arbitration


City of vallejo used several persons in the preparation and conduct
of the arbitration proceeding. It is estimated that 3500 hours, at an
average cost of $11.25 pay and benefits, were devoted from scheduled
activities to the arbitration process, totaling: 39,375.00


Total $ 79,375.00. . . . . . . . . . . .


The Vallejo arbitration was complex, involving 58 issues. The period of time that the
arbitration took place was from June1975 until November 1975, retroactive to July 1,
1974. The arbitration was for a three-year contract which will expire June 30, 1977.


Under the Vallejo Charter, mediation and fact-finding must precede the final and binding
arbitration process. The fact-finding process cost $15,000 and impacted the arbitration
process to some degree. However, these costs are not included in these calculations.
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OAKLAND


The cost to the City of Oakland for the arbitration proceeding which began in July 1976
and which is still continuing, totals $68,709. Preparation for the arbitration began in
July 1976 and hearings were held in September 1976. Final briefs were submitted in
January 1977, and the award was given in March 1977. On Thursday, May 26, 1977, attor-
neys for the Fire Fighters Union attempted to vacate certain portions of the award of
the arbitrator with which the firefighters disagree. A previous request from the Court
for a temporary restraining order on the provisions of the award was denied by the Court.
It is not known whether the final and binding award of the arbitrator will be set aside
in whole or in part as a result of the appeal brought by the Fire Fighters Union from
those provisions of the award with which they disagree.


Direct Expenses
Arbitrator fees (t of arbitrator cost
of $18,604) . • . . . •


Transcript cost (t of $4,062)
Witnesses and photocopying
Additional costs related to immediately
implementing award


Subtotal


$ 9,302.00
2,031. 00
2,613.00


3,500.00
$ 17,446.00


Cost for Staff Time Required for Arbitration
Significant amounts of staff time were required of the City
Attorney's Office, City Manager's Office, Fire Chief's Office,
and other offices, totaling:


Total


51,263.00


$ 68,709.00


HAYWARD


The 1976 arbitration with Hayward firefighters was confined to three issues. As the
City of Hayward has a contract with the Industrial Employers and Distributors Association
which provided that IEDA conduct any arbitration which might be required, there was
small direct cost to the City of Hayward.


The City of Hayward expended approximately $15,000 worth of staff time in the prepara-
tion for the arbitration proceeding. If the City had not had IEDA available under contract,
the costs to the City of Hayward would have been significantly greater for the arbitration
process. The consulting firm has significantly raised its fees for the next contract.


Summary of Costs of Arbitration Processes


Total


$ 79,375.00
68,709.00
15,000.00


$163,084.00


City of Vallejo
City of Oakland
City of Hayward


League of California Cities
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generally heard is that employees know that, as close scrutiny and the
the public employees a condition of employ- sad reality of events,
will forego his "right" rnent, strikes are- not which follow its use. i';ot :
to strike in return for permitted. In return, we only does it take the,'
"fair" compensation. provide quality wages, taxpayers to the


Binding arbitration of working conditions). cleaners, financially t


course, does not stop fringe benefits and civil speaking, but it carves:
strikes as has been service protection. deeply into public policy :
amply demonstrated in The extra charter cons ider at icns in- I
Michigan and, parti- protection does work. eluding tbe very i
cularly, with a viscious We have net suffered solvency of the rnunici- !
police strike in Mon- any strikes by city palities involved, '
treal. Nor has the' employees. Ironically, In Miiwaukee , ior,
compensation been the local school district, instance, in awarding a .
"lair" to the taxpayer. which doesn't fall under 20 percent pay increase


In California, too, the the city's purview, has package for public
public employee unions suffered a teachers' ernployees , an ar-'
hold it out as a cure-all strike. bitrator conceded that
in the ever-increasing As public officials the city was broke but
strife between dollar- responsible Ior the recommended that i~.go
starved government public's money we have in debt. "Additional
and wa g e-hn n g r y the ohligaticn to be fair funds, if necessary, can
employees, despite the - but firm - at the be borrowed, and so if
fact that without hargaining taJle. the oo~tom Ijp'~ consists
specific l~gislatiull to To hear the public of haVing to ra!~e taxes,
the contrary, strikes by employee ll!\icns teil it, thfjugh ilistasteful, that
public employees in this th1t kind of si~u.:ition may well ha,.,~ to be
state ate illegal. mcans people just wo,,'t dooe," S2',] the arbi-


In San Diego we hav~ 'wani: to wcrk for trator.
gone a step ruther, government ':-i!l:'TIlO~e. So much for guarding


_proving that goY~rn- The.t's litter nonsense. I L'1etJxpayers' int~r2st!
rr.ent can da something cz.n assure you that Clo.:er to hf~mf~, t~.:=
to halt the commence- plJblic employment 1S City of Oakl?iid is stiH
ment of illegal public still very much desired. trying to cecover f,(rm a
employee strike.'5. At my If th~ p:Jblic emp]oyce series of stagJer ing
suggestion. a few years unions had thdr way, arbitrators' awards
ago the voters of San th05e leaders whom you which resulted in 30me
Diego appr~ved a char- elect and hold aCCOUl!t- 7Q percent of :II! city
ter change which states able would be removed general fli~ds being
clearly and empha- from 'he bargaining gobbbi up by safely
tically that strii<:ing process. And w;.named, personnel salari~s.
publi~ employ",es walk faceless arb;t.ators, '!nereas"d protectio;l?
right out of the!r jobs. who~e only ties to the No, but fircfight~rs


Our ch:clrtzf say~ cOnJmenity.might be z.n cosiLlg lhat C!~y~,(~)l)
strikers are to be fired. ove~njght sta:.... ~t the a ye.Jr!
n· simp~y furbids the airport, would assume Arbitri1~ors have.
City COiJficil from contrel of the public redl'ced the Oaklar.ct
capitulating to 2n megal revenues. The:i, !"lotthe fil'efic;hter's work ','1eek .
strike by disallowing taxpayers' elected and callsed t:,e ma$sive
amnesty or any "sweet- representa~ives, would reduction of Gth~r p!lblic
hearl' arrangements to set the priorities. services. Tilt: Oakl2nd
bring them back, Binding arbitration City Council ha, been
It suunds pretty tcugh enJoys u mystique tuld how to mal! its fire


al1d it is. But ouR cit:; v....hich crumb!es under stations n0t by


Guest opinion


By Mayor Pete Wilson
It isn't often you hear


a politician admit to a
mistake. One who did
recently - and I respect
him for it - is Mayor
Coleman Young 01
Detroit.


\Vhen Mayor Young
served in the Michigan
State Senate, he voted :
for what I consider
pernicious legislation,
binding arbitration.


Today, Coleman
Young defines binding
arbitration as public
enemy number one for '
.Detroit..


At a cost 01 SoO million
a year, binding arbi-
tr ation has brought
Detroit the highest pa,d
municipal workers in
the cOllntry. It has also
brought his city to lhe
edge of bankruptcy.


Said Mayor YOUl!g in
a recent speech: "We
knuw now Lllat com-
pulsory arbitration has
bEen a failure. Slowly,


.inexorably, compulsory
interest arbitration
riesL-oys collective bar-
gaining relationships
:i:'!d, even n1o.re disas-
trous foe Detroit,
compulsory arbitration


. destroys'se::sible Iisc<:!l
mar:ag~ment."


The hue and cry from
tire public employees
unions for ccmp,-,l.,ory
bInding arbitration is
being heard across the
land. - Little wC'nder
when the history cf such
arbitration shows the
labor unions wirHling 2~1
to the detriment of the
laxpayprs who are
i!1evitauiy strapped,


The a rg u m e_",t


OTTO Bas
P"'!:ss SE:CI;E:TAR'" TO
MA"'OR PE:TE: WIl.SON
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management and fire
safety experts, not by
the taxpayers of
Oakland, but by the
arbitrators,


Hayward is another
California case . study
which should give pause
to the advocates of
binding arbitration. I'm
told Hayward is
awaiting an arbitrator's
decision whether its
firefighters have the
right to use city equip-
rnent to pick up
groceries for the fire-
house.


Vallejo is the first
California city to ex-
perirnent with binding
arbitration for all its
employees. As is typical
with binding arbitration
cases, it requires up to
two years to get ar-
bitrators' decisions.
Consequently, the
process plays havoc
with sound budgetary
practices. How can one
plan public services
from year to year
without knowing what
bill for salaries will
come due next year?
How does one prepare a
budget when. as in
Vallejos case, 8i
separate issues between
labor and management
had to be settled in lS77
by o.narbi~rator?


As Vallejo has Iearne:d
all teo well: the deck is
now stack2d against the
taxpayer and good
m31!agern~nt of that
city.


As Coleman Young
po:nted out, reason and
good bith hav~ no place
iii the hinding ar-
.btt,.ation ~roceS5_ The


\


r::.,~~jf~ifIfJ~!,e :~J?I~!~::':the\
jugular. Why start low ways to resolve labor voters have the \
when an arbitrator will .differences in. the recourse' of removing
tend to compromise? municipal sector. For their representatives


Binding arbitration is e x a m p l e , there's from office and gettine \
expensive in another nothing wrong with fact- new ones who will serve
way, as the State of finding or some other them better.
California found out. process that provides New attempts will be
During its last flirtation for advice from a made to institute bin-
with a binding arbi- neutral party - and ding arbitration,'
tration bill in the legis- consent from the tax- whether it be or. the Ijlature, the state's payers' repre- . local level, such as in
Deoartrnent of Finance sentatives. Unfor- our city through the
estimated that the costs tunately, it seems that efforts of th~ police
of arbitration statewide the more conventional. officers' union, or in -!
would amount to Sl12 but none-the-less ef- Sacramento where the - i
million a year. That's to fective methods of labor push is a constant one
perform arbitration, negotiation and settle- due to the muscle and
and does not take into ment are being shunted campaign support of
account the high cos, of aside by militant ern- public employee unions.
the high-priced ployee groups who see But should anyone he
decisions. the fulfillment of their tempted to heed the .


The sad stories· are dreams in binding arbi- siren song of binding -./
many. Wherever it has tration. Never mind that arbitration, let them I
been tried in govern- it's a nightmare to first reflect on the ex- ,
m ent, binding arbi- everyone else! periences of Oakland, i
tration has not lived up Vallejo and Hayward in
to- the fuzzy promises of The tough decisions California.
its advocates. In clear Oil employee relations And consider Mayor
focus, hovvever, is its and compensation must Yaung's reassessment of
costly impact en' tax- be left to the elected its impact an Doteoit:
payers and the broad official" who are "It doesn't work." he
spectrum of municipal ultimately accountable said. "It was' a noble
services not involved in to the voters and tax- experiment, ~lltwe now
an arbitration situation. payers. If the decisions knov ...it is a disaster."


~cra. Hyer
Editor
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COMPULSORY AND BINDING INTEREST ARBITRATION


1. Definitions: ~.- ". -:./.
,- 1.- ....-".


a) Mediation is a method of resolving an impasse in collective bargaining,
It is defined in the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act (Sec. 3501(1') of· the
Government Code) to mean an "effort by an impartial third party to assist
in reconciling a dispute regarding wages, hours and other terms and con-
ditions of employment between representatives of the public agency and
the recognized employee organizaton(s) through interpretation, suggestion
and advice."


b) Factfinding is also a method of resolving an impasse in collective bar-
gaining. A third party mutually selected or picked from a list submitted
by a state agency or American Arbitration Association holds formal
hearings, takes evidence, renders an opinion and makes recommendations
(some private and some public) as to the resolution of the issue(s).
Brings some pressGre on parties to settle.


"An amicus has contended that the disputed issues are not arbitrable
because sub~ission of them to arbitration constitutes an unconstitutional
delegation of legislative power. Arbitration of public employment
disputes has been held constitutional by state supreme courts in State
v. City of Laramie (Wyo. 1968) 437 P.2d 295 and City of Warwick v.
Warwick Regular Firemen's Ass'n. (1969) 106 R.I. 109 [256 A.2d 206].


c) Arbitration is st~ll another method of settling employment disputes by
recourse to a third party (arbitrator) whose decision is binding.
Really no such thing as "advisory arbitration." The latter is simply
factfinding with recommendations. Arbitration is binding. It can be
voluntary when agreed to by the parties or compulsory which is what we
are t a.Lkang about. It also can r e La t e to "rights'! or "grievauces" which
involve the interpretation or application of an agreement already entered
into or it can be "interest arbitration" which relates to the terms and
conditions that become part of the contract. We are in this discussion
referring almost exclusively to the latter. In short, we are here concerned
with compulsory binding interest arbitration.


II. Legality:


1. In Fire Fighters Union v. City of Vallejo, 12 C. 3d 608, 622 (October 1974)
the California Supreme Court in considering several issues involving collective
bargaining, scope of representation and binding interest arbitration said in
a footnote:


"To the extent that the arbitrators do not proceed beyond the provisions
of the Vallejo charter there is no unlawful delegation of legislative
power."


2. Two years later a substantially similar Supreme Court in Bagley v. City of
Manhattan Beach, 18 C. 3d 22 (September 1976) said that the Legislature
placed the pow~r to determine salaries in a general law city in the city
council and this precluded the right of the city councilor the voters by
initiative ordinance to delegate such a legislative function to an
arbitrator. When a discretionary power is to be exercised by one official
the power is in the nature of a trust and cannot be exercised by others
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Iin the absence of statutory authorization. The court also said: I
I! ,


"Moreover, the Meyers-Milias-Brown Act provides for negotiation
and permits the local agency and the employee organization to
agree to mediation but not to fact-finding or binding arbitration."


3. Another legal issue that we will not resolve here but which will be raised
in connection with any mandatory state legislation is that provision of
Proposition 4, the Gann initiative which places in our Constitution this
limitation on the Legislatur·ee~;·~.__------ __


"Sec. 6. When';)'" the Legislature or any sta agency mandates a new
program or hj~er level of servi~eon any local g~vernment,the state
shall pro~~e a subvention of funds to reimburse s~h local government
for the~?sts of such program or increased level of~ervice, except that
thr:L gislature may but need not, provide such subvention of funds for
the ollowing mandates: I
(p Legislative mandates requested by the local agen y affected;
(b) Legislation defining a new crime or changing an xisting


definition of a crime; or
(c) Legislative mandates enacted prior to January ,1975, or


executive orders or regulations initially implJmenting legis-
lation enacted prior to January 1, 1975."


Legislative Counsel has ruled that a) compulsory
be subject to Ganu prohibition both as to (1) costs
the Legislature may add to the three exceptions., binding arbitration would


as to (2) award; and b)


JtbG61lJ r: POL-I(;I!..
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III. Vallejo (Res. Ch. 183 - '70)--vote J~e 1970


1. Sec. 809 - Employer-Employee Relations.


Mediation and Factfinding


a) system of collective negotiation.


b) employee right re: wages, hours and working conditions but not merits,
necessity or organization of service or activity_


c) city manager or designated representatives to negotiate in-good faith.


d) agreements submitted to council.


e) timetable to be established for process including mediation and fact-
finding--45 days prior to July 1.


f) mediation given 10 days; factfinding report within 30 days.


g) cost borne equally.


h) Sec. 923 not applicable--strikes not authorized.


2. Separate Proposition 3 Sec. 8l0--arbitration


a) In days after factfinding recommendations rejected go to arbitration board (3).


b) factfinders cannot be board members.


strikers during negotiations terminated.


d) strikers reemployed only as new employees. e) arbitration closed to public.


Vallejo 1980 charter amendments. (combinirrg Secs. 809 and 810)


a) eliminates factfinding.


b) authorizes committee of council "to assist city manager or designated
representatives in negotiations."


c) agreements must expire at end of ~ fiscal year.


d) both parties select mediator/arbitrator 200 days prior to termination
of contract (180 from list).


e) mediator if no agreement prior to 90 days before termination.


f) 14 days later arbitrator considers last best offer on each issue.


IV. Oakland (Res. Ch. 52 - '73)--April 1973


1. Sec. 810


a) arbitration for police and firefighters.


3







b)
by establishing public and private
conditions and reSOlVinr.ferms


I


c) excludes retirement provisions or other items expressly fixed by charter.


public policy to avoid labor strife
comparable wages, hours and working
by arbitration.


d) arbitrator to consider changing conditions, costs and standards of living,
existing wages and conditions and fair and comparable wages and conditions.
also public interest and welfare and financial ability of public agency.


e) single arbitrator.


V. Hayward (1975--Charters P.116) November 1975


a) policy--same as Oakland.
b) must bargain in good faith and no benefit changed unless agreed upon


or arbitrated.
c) submit wages, hours, condidtons of employment or interpretation or appli-


cability of negotiated contract.
d) consider public interest and welfare and availability and sources of


funds to defray cost of changes.


VI. Palo Alto (1978 Charters P.7l) June 5, 1971
Article V. Compulsory Arbitration for Police & Fire Department Employee Disputes


1. strikes not in public interest and peaceful method of resolving should
be adopted.


2. strikes prohibited. terminated and no reinstatement except as new employees.
no power to grant amnesty.


3. obligation to negotiate in good faith including a grievance procedure over
interpretation or application of agreement.


4. no existing benefit eliminated or changed except by agreement or arbitration.


5. board of arbitrators (3) decision not published for 10 days.


6. expenses of arbitration and neutral shared equally.


7. last offer on each issue.
8. decisions based on traditional factors considered for wages, hours and working


conditions in·public and private employment including average CPI for goods and
services, wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employees performing
similar services and financial condition of city and ability to meet cost of
award.


VII. A. SB 164 (1977) Senator Roberti


1. firefighters and police
4
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2. strik~s contrary to public policy


3. matter of statewide concern (charter cities)


4. penalty $500 per day or termination


5. district attorney enforces after complaint filed by public agency


6. strike includes any concerted work stoppage or slowdowu--e.g., sick out,
work to rule


7. mediator has 10 days prior to arbitration


8. arbitration panel (3) meets within 10 days


9. last offer and alternative on each issue


10. arbitration panel 30 days to decide on each issue--no modifications


11. decision not disclosed or binding for 10 days


12. not applicable if local mandatory already approved


13. council may submit inoperative proposal to voters and declare Sec. 923 applicable
to activities


VII. B. SB 888 (1979-80) Senator Robert~


1. differences between SB 164 and SB 888:


a) more detail re duties of conciliation service
b) jointly incurred costs shared equally


c) more guidelines for arbitrators


(i) lawful authority of employer


(ii) stipulations of parties


(iii) public interest and welfare and financial ability


(iv) comparison of wages, etc. with public and private


average consumer prices for goods and services, cost of living


(vi) total compensation employees now receive including all benefits


(vii) changes in any of the foregoing normally taken into consideration
in determining wages, etc.


d) Sunset January 1, 1986







VIII. Arbitration. Referendum.


Voter Arbitration of labor disputes is possible in Englewood, Colorado


"In Englewood, near Denver. the system works like this: if the city
and its employee groups fail to agree on a contract, the matter goes
to a 'career service board' with city, union and public representatives.
The board tries to mediate, but if that fails it decides the issues
on its own. Either side may then ask the voters for a final resolution.


"In the six years of the law's existence, no referendum has been called.
But city officials think it puts pressure on the unions to keep their
demands reasonable. They prefer the system to binding arbitration, which
they say takes crucial budget decisions away from officials who are held
accountable to voters on city-finance issues."


IX. Massachusetts added last best offer compulsory interest arbitration in 1974 and
in 3 years with over 70 cases the unions won more than two-thirds of the awards.


X.


XI.


In 1977 the cities, firefighters and police reached agreement which left the
above intact but subject to the powers of a joint committee. The committee of
3 firefighters, 3 police representatives and 6 municipal management members has
a neutral chairman (John T. Dunlop, Harvard professor and former Secretary of
Labor). Arbitration can now only be ordered by the joint committee after inten-
sive bargaining and mediation and only after the finding of a genuine impasse
by the joint committee. (Chap. 730 Mass. Acts 1977). On July 1, 1979 joint
committee given primary jurisdiction over police and firefighter disputes and they
may still remove any case at any time from the state board of arbitration. Life
has been extended for 4 years. In 17 months the joint committee has been involved
in 91 cases; it settled 44 by intensive mediation; decided 21; and 26 are pending.


In the City of San Bernardino Measure "E", which would have required bind-
ing interest arbitration, lost by a vote of 16,987 (no) to 15,593 (yes). How-
~,:,er~Me~sure "C", a~ alt,:,rnativep~ohibiting the city from participating in
lndlng lnterest arbltratlon regardlng wages, hours and other terms and conditions


of employment, was narrowly defeated by 15,994 (no) to 15,306 (yes). t~rshall
Jullan, City Administrator, led the opposition to Measure "E" and was helped in
his opposition by the experience of other officials in cities where similar meas-
ures had been proposed and either adopted or defeated (San Diego, Oakland, Hay-
ward, Vallejo, Detroit, etc.). The alternative Measure "C", which would have
expressly prohibited binding arbitration, lost by fewer votes but its loss was
largely meaningless. Binding interest arbitration remains uniawful under the
San Bernardino Charter even though Measure "c" was defeated.


In the City of Alameda there also were alternative proposals. The benefits
of the binding interest arbitration measure proposed by and applicable only to
firefighters, and approved by the voters by a narrow margin (Measure "C"), may
prove to be largely illusory because of the approval at the same election of
Measure "B". Measure "B" adds to the Alameda City Charter Section 17-17 to pro-
vide:


"SEC. 17-17. No additional financial burdens may be imposed on the tax-
payers of the City as a result of binding fact finding, arbitration or
parity without approval of the voters as set forth in this Section. Any
other provision of this Charter notwithstanding, no wages, benefits or
employee related expenses shall be paid by the City that have not been
approved by a resolution of the City Council until additional revenues


r:







and appropriations therefor have been approved by a vote of the people
oursuant to Proposition 13 (Cal. Const. Art. XIIIA, Sec. 4) and Propo-
sition 4 (Cal. Const. Art. XIIIB, Sec. 4). The City Council shall not
be required to call such an election more than once a year and may con-
solidate said elections with elections held for other purposes."


The vote on Measure "B" was 12,488 (yes) to 8,179 (no). The margin of votes
would seem to indicate that this type of alternative should always be given to
tax and cost conscious voters when police and firefighter unions forr.e them to
vote on compulsory arbitration of wages and fringe benefits. Arguments by the
firefighters against Measure "B" included the statement "Experience has proven
that arbitration encourages good faith bargaining. Oakland police officers
have had arbitration for 6 years and have never had to use it. Vallejo police
officers and miscellaneous employees have had arbitration since 1970. Each
group has used it only once." This statement is even more deceptive than ap-
pears on the surface because the binding arbitration measure proposed by fire-
fighters applied only to firefighters and in Vallejo and Oakland the fire-
fighters have had nothing but a string of arbitrations rather than agreements
bargained in good faith.


Measure "C", requiring binding arbitration of interest disputes, was apr ....oved
by a vote of 10,872 (yes) to 10,363 (no). Measure "C", like all of the CL ,pu::.-
sory and binding interest arbitration measures that are voted on, guarantees
that all existing benefits are frozen and that an arbitrator not responsive to
the electorate will determine on an issue by issue basis the last best offer of
each of the parties. If there is any experience that has been amply demon-
strated in binding arbitration jurisdictions, it is that wages and fringe bene-
fits go up and arbitrators who k-nOW little about public management make bind-
ing management decisions about such issues as the number of people who will be
stationed in a fire house or man a fire truck or a police patrol car.


XII. In Santa Clara County there were two county ballot proposals--one countywide
and one within a fire district. Both were defeated. Measure "B", the county-
wide proposal, would have amended the Santa Clara County Charter to providethat:


"The Board of Supervisors and recognized employee organizations repre-
senting deputy sheriffs of the rank of captain or below or firefighters
employed by the County of Santa Clara may negotiate binding arbitration
of wages, hours and other terms and conditions of employment pursuant
to the terms of agreements between the Board of Supervisors and such
recognized employee organizations.1I


Measure "B" was soundly defeated by the voters of Santa Clara County by a vote of
212,001 (no) to 172,497 (yes). The other proposal, Measure "R", which we re-
ferred to in an earlier ERS newsletter, would merely have authorized the Board
of Supervisors acting as the Board of Directors of the Central Fire District to
provide for binding interest arbitration for the Fire District. The voters,
probably aware of the indefensible manner in which the legislative authori-
zation for the proposal had been put through the Legislature at the last minute
hy hijacking another bill and avoiding normal committ~e hearings defeated
M "R" b' 'easure y a narrow ma rgm. The vote against it was 22,445 (no) to 21,009(yes).
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an In the City of San Jose the voters approved both an
amendment to the San Jose Charter requiring binding


,


initiative ordin~ncJ and
interest arbitra~~.


t
i


XIII.


Apparently the police and firefighter proponents of the San Jose initiative
ordinance were advised in advance that approval of the ordinance would not
change the charter and that a charter amendment would be required in order to
make binding interest arbitration compulsory (or even permissible). In any
event, both Measure HE" (initiative ordinance) and Measure "H" (new charter
section) were on the ballot and while both carried by substantial margins, they
were approved by a great many of the same voters who disapproved the countywide
proposal by an even greater margin. The vote for Measure "E" (initiative
ordinance) was 86,852 (yes) to 83,594 (no). The vote for Measure "M" was
90,394 (yes) to 82,603 (no). The arguments, as is usual in connection with such
police and firefighter-sponsored measures, refer primarily to the strike ban
included in such proposals. The fact that the argument "for" in the San Jose
measures admitted that strikes are already unlawful in California was unusually
candid, as was the admission that "such strikes do occur.1I Prohibiting fire-
fighters from striking by local charter or ordinance will not make them occur
any less often than the existing prohibition in the Labor Code and the many
court decisions declaring strikes by public employees unlawful.


We readily admit that compulsory and binding arbitration of interest disputes re-
duces the number of strikes (but it doesn't eliminate them). However, it also
increases wag~and fringe benefits at an accelerated rate and it destroys col-
lective bargaining. Vallejo has had compulsory and binding arbitratiop since
1970 and since 1970 there has not been a single collective bargaining a~.~e-
ment between the city and the firefighters that has not been diccated by all
arbitrator. The Oakland experience with firefighcers is substantially similar.


XIV. Arbitration Proceedings--CCP


Most arbitration laws or charters make the arbitration procedure contained in
Sections 1280 et seq. of the Code of Civil Procedure applicable and treat such
charter provisions as "an arbitration agreement" e.g., SB 888 makes CCP procedur:
applicable to any arbitration undertaken either pursuant to SB 888 or the provislons
of the local charter ordinance or resolution.


CCP provisions assume the existence of an arbitration
for hearings, enforcement etc.


xv . Arguments Against Compulsory and Binding Arbitration


In a position paper prepared for police and other law enforcement unions (endorsed
by firefighters unions) supporting mandatory state legislation, the author has.
suggested that those of us who oppose compulsory and binding interest arbitratlon
use the following agrument so let's look at the ones he uses and then proceeds
to dispose of.


1. Arbitration will not stop strikes or other job actions by police and firefighteJs.
Arbitration does reduce the number of strikes or job actions but it does not
eliminate them. There are some glaring examples of serious strikes after an
award and most recently (October 1980) NLC-SPEER reports that Buffalo pol~ce
were staging a slowdown in protest of an arbitration award issued by a tri-
partite panel. The panel gave increases only slightly above what the city had
offered during negotiations and apparently far short of the union's 15% demand.
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The award was vacated only because the panel failed to explicitly
state its reasons for the award.


and


2. Arbitration of interest disputes is an illegal delegation of discretionary
authority and unconstitutional. This generally is not true and is certainly
not true in California as noted in the Vallejo case (charter cities). It is
true for general law cities, counties and other local agencies (Baglev v.
Manhattan Beach). It would not be true in the latter case if the Legislature
enacted an SB 888.


3. Arbitration takes the determination of the major portion of a public agency's
budget (wages, hours and conditions of employment) out of the hands of elected
officials who are responsive to the electorate and places decision-making
authority for 75 to 80% of an operating budget in a non-elected third party
not accountable to either the electorate or the governing body. This is a
basic and principal argument against compulsory arbitration. In this case
the author of the position paper uses a very deceptive and false response. He
states that local public management has shown remarkable willingness in the
past to put public personnel decisions out of their own hands, e.g., pre-
vailing wages. Prevailing wage requirements are union, not employer sponsored.
He also states in response that arbitrators must take 5nto account lithe
financial conditions of employers." That same provision is included in Michigan,
Oakland, Vallejo, etc. and there is no indication in any of the awards that
the financial condition of the employer was taken into accou~t. Another re-
sponse was that arbitration issues are narrowly confined and do not invade
management prerogatives. I~ the City of Hayward the arbitrator approved (a)
elimination of "quality of service" as a determinant it> making lay-off decisions
which would thereafter be accomplished solely by seniority; (b) recuced the
probationary period for firefighters from 2 years to 1 year; (c) authorized
the use of fire engines for daily grocery shopping; (d) required the city to
hire an outside consultant to review promotional processes; and (e) rejected
a requirement that safety personnel live within a 30 minute drive fcom the
headquarters station. Mayor Coleman Young of Detroit states that the cost of
awards annually since et>actmet>tof the Michigan statute is $50 million. This
is not the same $50 million that the mose recent award cost the city, which is
in addition to the annual cost generaged by previous awards.


Another response is that a Gannett news service poll showed 65 to 67% of those
polled favored arbitration for firefighter and police disputes. We all know
about polls, but the simple fact is that when the electors have gone to the
polls in San Francisco, San Diego, Santa Clara County, Eureka, Mountain View
and Sacramento a majority have voted against compulsory and binding arbitration.
A poll response depends entirely on how a question is asked just as an election
depends largely on the adequacy of the information given voters at the time of
the election.


4. Arbitration awards are more expensive than those achieved through negotiated
agreements. .While the position paper says the evidence overwhelmingly contra-
dicts this contention, we simply note that in Michigan where they have had
the most experience police salaries set by arbitration awards averaged almost
13% above negotiated police salaries and firefighter salaries set by arbitration
were 17% higher than negotiatEd salaries. However, this only tells part of
the story. The firefighters, and in some cases the police, are the good guys
and other services generall~ wait until awards have been made for police and
firefighters services. TIle spin-off effect of such awards is to substantially
increase the total cost'of personnel in order to narrow the ever widening
gap between safety and miscellaneous employees.
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5. The arbitration process itself is too expensive. Here the position paper
notes the absence of hard data and then compares these minimal costs to the
high costs assocated with police and firefighter strikes. Hard data is
available. The first single arbitration in Vallejo cost that small community
$40,000. The former Personnel Director for the City of Vallejo estimates
it has cost the city $200,000 and this includes $18,000 paid to union repre-
sentatives while away from city jobs (218 person days). It also cost the
unions over $60,00 for the same period of time.


In Oakland the first arbitration cost $65,000, the second $70,000 and the
third which was for a much shorter period of time cost $25,000 and the current
arbitration is not yet complete.


6. The arbitration process takes too long to resolve disputes. The position
paper again notes the availability of little data on the point. This is
one he should have conceded because the plain fact is that these arbitrations
have run from one to two years and are not only as costly as litigation, but
take as long to process.


7. Arbitrators are unfamiliar with the issues and their implications. He~e
again the position paper notes the availability of only limited data but
accepts the argument that the parties have some "educating" to do. Job
management is not a simple process and general purpose governments provide
a wide variety of services, several of which are as essential as police and
fire protection. For an arbitrator to make decisions on priorities and manning
he/she must have a thorough knowledge of all the services provided by the
public agency and some sensitivity to the problems that will occur if one
service is reduced at the expense of another. The problem is that sensitivity
is closely allied with responsibility and here the responsivetiess is nil.


8. Arbitrators have no standards or criteria upon which to base an award. This
is only true if the statute or charter fails to establish criteria and if
they fail to establish adequate criteria to bind the arbitrator, it is
generally because of the opposition of police and firefighter unions to such
detailed criteria.


9. The availability of arbitration inhibits or chills the negotiating process.
Detroit's Mayor Young states "There is very little good faith bargaining.
There is very little mutual understanding and mutual problem-solving. Compro-
mises are not made. Either we give into the union or they arbitrate." Closer
to home we find that the firefighters have gone to arbitration in Vallejo
ever since arbitration was approved in 1970. It has been almost the same in
Oakland. Does anyone really believe that police and fire unions would be
supporting compulsory and binding arbitration if their salary and benefit in-
creases would be lower under this process than under negotiated agreements?


10. The parties become "addicted" to arbitration and cease making good faith efforts
to reach agreement, resulting in more impasses. This appears to be but another
way of statirig No.9. They certainly have become addicted in Vallejo and
Oakland and they will become addicted whenever they believe they can get more
by arbitration.


In the strike argument we already have noted that the main th"~st for compulsory
and binding arbitration is that police and fire unions don" want to strike.
They want to prohibit strikes and want binding arbitration to prohibit some~
thing already declared unlawfun in California and most other states. Strike
is defined in most of their compulsory and binding arbitration proposals to
mean "any concerted stoppage of work by employees and any concerted slowdown
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or other concerted interruption of operations by employees including, but
not limited to, such activities commonly described as blue flu, green flu,
sick-in, sick-out or work to rule." (SB 164)


If police and firefighter~unions truly want to expressly prohibit strikes,
they can do so in a simple statute which all would support and which would
pass without a dissenting voice. However, if they truly want to enjoy this
privilege shared by their brothers and sisters in the private sector, then
they should be willing to give up all of their civil service and other bene-
fits not enjoyed by private sector employees and, in effect, come under the
provisions of NLRA.


XVI. Substitute for Powerless Collective Bargaining


Again the plain fact is that police and fire wages, fringe benefits and working
conditions in California are as good as or better than those enjoyed in most of
the 18 states that now provide compulsory and binding interest arbitration.


XVII. Last Best Offer--Issue by Issue Determination


XVIII. Arbitration has been used in commercial disp~tes, insurance, public works, etc.
in both the public and private sector.


XIX. Vesting,e.g., retirement. sick leave, longevity, sabbaticals.


XX. Alternatives--San Diego and Alameda.


XXI. Summary
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The June 1983 issue of California Pub-
lic Employee Relations (CPER) includes
an article entitled "Public Safety In-·
terest Arbitration: The Oregon Ex-
perience;" The article gives the im-


pression, from an academic viewpoint, that binding interest arbitration in Oregon
is the most successful thing that has happened in public sector labor relations
in the last ten years. The article, the accompanying analysis of SB 778 by CPER
staff, and the timing seem to be designed as a boost for similar legislation in
California which the author feels would be equally successful in this state.
The following letter to the Editor of CPER by R. Kirk Berger, Director, Local
Government Personnel Institute and Legislative Representative for the League of
Oregon Cities and Association of Oregon Counties, sets the record straight from
the local government viewpoint of the Oregon experience:


BINDING INTEREST ARBITRA-
TION'IH OREGON. NOT ALL ROSES.


"I recently received a copy of an article that was published in the
June 1983 issue of CPER entitled "Public Safety Arbitration: The
Oregon Experi ence. "
The article contains a factual error which I would like to correct.
On page 11, in his concludin9 statement, Mr. Gallagher states in
part:


• but there is another indicator of acceptance (of in-
terest arbitration) to which we can look: in the current
session of the Oregon Legislature there has been no legis-
lation sponsored by either a labor or management group which
would repeal the PECBA interest arbitration procedures. It
would seem, therefore, that not only has Oregon's interest
arbitration process worked, but that the parties are satis-
fied to live with it.'


This is simply not the case. The League of Oregon Cities and the As-
socation of Oregon Counties have long opposed the interest arbitration
procedures in the Oregon law. Specifically, in the 1983 legislative
session the associations introduced HB 2822, which proposed a number
of amendments to the law--three of which related directly to the in-
terest arbitration process.
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First, the bill proposed that local governments, through their elec-
ted officials, have the option of specifying the final impasse pro-
cedure for public safety units from among three alternatives: right
to strike, final offer arbitration, or the r.urrent arbitration pro-cedure.
Second, the bill proposed revisions and clarifications to the cri-
teria used by arbitrators and factfinders. (Under Oregon law, all
disputes utilize factfinding prior to a strike or interest arbitra-
tion.) The intent of these amendments was to provide a more fis-
cally responsible basis on which to grant interest arbitration awards
so as to protect the right of local elected officials to make policy
decisions regarding the direction and management of their organi-zations.
Third, the bill proposed language to clarify that interest arbitration
awards shall apply only to employees defined as police officers, fire-
fighters or corrections officers. Under a recent Oregon Court of Ap-
peals decision, an arbitration award was allowed to apply to 'right
to strike' members (clerical staff) of a state prison bargaining unit
as well as to the corrections officer members of the unit.
Because organized labor groups opposed the amendments in the asso-
ciations' bill the labor dominated House Labor Committee did not give
H.B. 2822 serious consideration in the just concluded legislative Ses-sion.
It should also be noted that AFSCME and the Oregon State Firefighters
Council were each the sponsor of bills to make the factfinding step
voluntary (must be requested by both parties). Their principal aim
was to eliminate factfinding in public safety disputes so that these
bargaining units could proceed directly to interest arbitration from
mediatio~. Both bills were ultimately vetoed by the Governor.
One other bill from the last session addressed the interest arbitra-
tion issue. The IBEW, which represents employees of some of Oregon's
13 municipal electric utilities, sought to obtain interest arbitra-
tion rights for the municipal electric utility workers using the 'pub-
lic safety and welfare' argument. The bill was tabled in the Senate
Labor Committee after having passed in the House of Representatives.
Because Mr. Gallagher's concluding statement is a factual misrepre-
sentation of the position of the statewide associations representing
cities and counties and of the recent legislative history, we will
appreciate any effort you can make to clarify the information presented
to your readers on the Oregon experience with interest arbitration.
We also take exception with many of the other more subdect tveconclu-
sions that the author draws and if you would find that to be informa-
tion worth sharing with your readers, we would gladly prepare such re-marks.
Suffice it to say for now that local governments in Oregon are "not
satisfied with the current interest arbitration process."


COMMENT: What police and firefighter unions and other proponents of compulsory and
binding interest arbitration fail to recognize is that interest as opposed to
grievance or rights arbitration is simply bad government and foreign to our repre-
sentative and democratic institutions. In addition to all of the other very
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•
legitimate reasons for opposing such legislation notwithstanding its purported
success in Oregon, Michigan, Pennsylvania, etc., compulsory and binding interest
arbitration in California clearly violates the spirit and intent of the Cali-
fornia Constitution as it has read for over a century. One of the principal con-
cerns of the drafters of the Constitution of 1979 was to guarantee a strong mea-
sure of home rule for local government and to prohibit legislative control of
local affairs. Article XI, Section ll(a), prohibits the Legislature from dele-
gating to any private person or body power to make, control, appropriate, super-
vise or interfere with county or municipal improvements, money or property or per-
form municipal functions. Giving a private arbitrator power to control about
80% of a local budget obviously flies in the face of what the drafters of this
provision of the Constitution intended to prohibit. Later, in 1914, to re-empha-
size the control of charter cities over municipal affairs, Article XI was again
amended to give charter cities plenary authority to determine the number, quali-
fication and compensation of their employees. It is completely contrary to this
provision of the Constitution for the Legislature to give arbitrators authority
to fix the compensation of employees of charter cities. This is substantive
authority and not simply M-M-B-A. procedure or process to promote stable employer-
employee relations. Both provisions of the Constitution were designed to assure
representative local government and to prohibit legislative interference with
matters primarily of local concern. Compulsory and binding interest arbitration
violates both the spirit and the letter of these consititutional safeguards.
===================================================================================


We are advised by Donald B. Brown, Assist-
ant City Manager, Fairfield, that the
city has entered into an agreement with
the Fairfield-Suisun Unified School Dis-
trict to provide for school crossing
guards. The crossing guards will be the


employees of the school district and not the city. The city reimburses the school
district for the actual salaries and fringe benefits of each guard. As school em-
ployees rather than city employees, the school crossing guards would not be eligible
for unemployment insurance during summer recess and other school vacations when
there is reasonable assurance of reemployment by the school following the vacation
or recess. A copy of the agreement is available upon request to the League'sSacramento office .


SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS.
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE.
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES.


.It also is our understanding that the Social Security Amendments of 1983 enacted by
Congress include a provision which now makes it possible to amend the California
law enabling the state to deny unemployment insurance benefits to school crossing
guards who are unemployed only during school recesses or vacation periods. The
League will pursue this possibility at the earliest possible date in 1984. The
AFL-CIO has indicated that it will oppose such legislation.
===================================================================================
CIVIL SERVICE ORDINANCE
AND PERSONNEL RULES
AND REGULATIONS.


Elizabeth B. Kingsley, Personnel Officer
Alameda, has sent us copies of Alameda's'
recently negotiated and revised Civil
Service rules and regulations as well as
the revised ordinance pursuant to which
the rules and regulations were adopted.An increasing number of cities have revised their rules and regulations during the


last two years after consulting with representatives of employee organizations.
===================================================================================
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CSAC'S EMPLOYEE RELATIONS' INSTITUTE CONFERENCE - WEDNESDAY, 2/28/90


REMARKS BY LEON L. WILLIAMS, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF SUPERVISORS


COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO


I HAVE BEEN ASKED TO SPECIFICALLY SHARE WITH YOU


A POLICY MAKER'S PERSPECTIVE ON WHY BINDING ARBITRATION


IS NOT GOOD PUBLIC POLICY.


AS A POLICY MAKER STRUGGLING UNDER A HOST OF MANDATES,


AND SCARCE RESOURCES WITH WHICH TO MEET THEM.


I MUST TELL YOU THAT IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO SEE THE GOOD


IN A POLICY THAT WOULD FURTHER INFRINGE OUR FLEXIBILITY


TO ADDRESS THE ISSUES FACING LOCAL GOVERNMENT TODAY.


I UNDERSTAND THAT ONE OBJECTIVE OF THIS INSTITUTE IS TO REMIND


THOSE OF US IN POSITIONS TO INFLUENCE PUBLIC POLICY OF THE


MAGNITUDE AND IMPORTANCE OF THIS ISSUE.


I AM PLEASED TO SHARE IN THIS EFFORT BY POINTING OUT A FEW







LET ME STATE FIRST THAT I AM VERY MUCH IN FAVOR OF THE


ASPECTS OF BINDING ARBITRATION THAT ARE OF CONCERN TO ME.


NEGOTIATION PROCESS. THE PROCESS GIVES EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES


CONSIDERABLE OPPORTUNITY FOR INPUT AND TO DISCUSS CONCERNS WITH


THE OTHER SIDE.


NONE OF US HERE TODAY WOULD LIKELY DISAGREE THAT MUTUAL AGREEMENT


IS A VALUABLE ASPECT OF EMPLOYER/EMPLOYEE RELATIONS. BUT I


BELIEVE THAT BINDING ARBITRATION HAS A DETRIMENTAL IMPACT ON


NEGOTIATIONS AND RUNS CONTRARY TO OUR FORM OF GOVERNMENT.


I.E. ELECTED DECISION MAKERS ACCOUNTABLE TO THE ELECTORATE.


WE CAN BEGIN WITH THE COST IMPLICATIONS.


UNDER BINDING ARBITRATION, AN INDEPENDENT ARBITRATOR WHO IS NOT


ACCOUNTABLE TO THE TAXPAYERS NOR A TRAINED FISCAL MANAGER WOULD


MAKE DECISIONS ON THE AMOUNT OF FUNDS, THE TYPE OF OPERATION AND
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THE ALLOCATION OF SCARCE TAX DOLLARS.


FROM A POLICY PERSPECTIVE, IT IS CRITICAL THAT BOARDS OF


SUPERVISORS AND CITY COUNCILS RETAIN AS MUCH DISCRETION AND


FLEXIBILITY IN FISCAL MATTER AS POSSIBLE IN ORDER TO ENSURE THE


MOST EFFECTIVE DELIVERY OF SERVICE.


WE MUST RETAIN THE ABILITY TO DETERMINE PRIORITIES AND


BALANCE THEM AGAINST THE DOLLARS AVAILABLE.


WE MUST BE ABLE TO RESPOND TO THE CITIZENS WHO NEED THE


SERVICES OUR EMPLOYEES PROVIDE, AND MAKE THE NEEDED COMPROMISES


IN ALLOCATIONS.


A SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT THAT


GIVES AN OUTSIDE ARBITRATOR THE FINAL DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY


OVER MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR PAYROLLS THAT COMPRISE MAJOR


PERCENTAGES OF OUR BUDGETS WOULD BE ONE THAT IS INCONSISTENT WITH


THE PRESENT SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITY OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT.







COMPULSORY ARBITRATION RUNS CONTRARY TO OUR FORM OF


AS ELECTED OFFICIALS, IT IS IMPORTANT THAT WE CONSIDER THAT


RES PRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT.


BINDING ARBITRATION STRIPS AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY AWAY FROM


THE ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES, AND PLACES IT IN THE HANDS OF A


PERSON NOT ACCOUNTABLE TO THE ELECTORATE.


AT THE HEART OF THE REOUIRED MEET AND CONFER PROCESS IS THE


REOUIREMENT THAT THE PARTIES BARGAIN IN GOOD FAITH, BINDING


ARBITRATION REMOVES THE INCENTIVE TO BARGAIN IN GOOD FAITH, AND


CREATES A RELIANCE ON AN ARBITRATOR TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF


EMPLOYEE GROUPS.


AN ARBITRATOR'S DECISION COULD ALSO TAKE THE FEW SCARCE DOLLARS


AVAILABLE FOR OTHER HIGH PRIORITY COUNTY PROGRAMS, AND ALLOCATE


THEM TO A GIVEN EMPLOYEE GROUP'S DEMANDS,
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THIS COULD HAVE AN ADVERSE IMPACT ON OTHER EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS


NOT COVERED BY IT. A HIGH ARBITRATION AWARD MAY SET THE PATTERN


FOR SETTLEMENTS DEMANDED BY OTHER ORGANIZATIONS, A PROCESS WHICH


MAY RESULT IN DISPROPORTIONATE SHIFTING OF SCARCE RESOURCES TO


EMPLOYEE GROUPS.


IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY WE STRIVE FOR A WIN-WIN NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS


BASED UPON BOTH PARTIES HAVING AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE FISCAL


CONTRAINTS FACING THE COUNTY AND THE PROGRAM AND SERVICE


OBLIGATIONS WE MUST MEET.


IT IS OUR GOAL THAT DECISIONS REACHED ARE MADE WITHIN THAT


CONTEXT. THE INTRUSION OF A THIRD PARTY CHANGES THE BALANCE IN


THE PROCESS AND CHANGES THE COMMITMENT OR OWNERSHIP IN THE


RESULTING AGREEMENT.


THE CONCEPT OF VOLUNTARY AGREEMENT IS IMPORTANT TO EFFECTIVE


LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES.





